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“Curiosity will conquer fear even more than bravery will”

(James Stephens, 2007)



This thesis is part of the graduation in the Digital Architecture graduation studio I have been 

working at for almost a year. Working in this studio has been interesting but also frightening in 

some ways. At the very start I already knew I had to do a lot of things I had never done before. 

Programming, using Arduino and parametric design are just a couple of examples. All these new 

aspects caused me a lot of headache and sleepless nights: using tools that are not common and 

combining them with ideas that are sometimes hard to understand to others. However, looking 

back the whole period gained me a lot of knowledge and a different look towards Architecture. 

A different look that is essential in a world where technology becomes more and more important 

in ways we cannot directly see. Using architecture to make the invisible visible has been the main 

motivation to me to choose the Digital Architecture study with this specific graduation subject, 

both because of a scientific need and personal interests.  

I would like to thank Bauke de Vries, Maarten Willems and Jorge Alvis Lino for tutoring me and 

providing me with knowledge I didn’t have before. You definitely helped me finding the right 

way to combine all the different elements I have been struggling with, by being critic to me 

when I sometimes was stuck in my own ideas. The combination of tutors who are familiar with 

Architecture and Industrial Design is interesting and very useful, when the project consists of 

topics other than traditional Architecture.  The more experience driven approach of Industrial 

Design. 

Furthermore I want to thank Wouter Coebergh, Mick Heijkens and Dirk ten Have, also part of 

the Digital Architecture studio, for making the graduation year a year full of fun and very weird 

and awkward moments. Especially Wouter who helped me with both programming the Twitter 

Sentiment Analyser and testing it, by sending very weird Tweets to see if the analyser would find 

them, which basically means our online reputation is ruined, but thanks for that.

Probably I’ve forgotten to mention people who helped me finishing my graduation, but to all 

who helped me even with the tiniest bits: thanks a lot, for helping me achieving this! 

Throughout this thesis quotes are included, both as an addition to the theoretical parts, but 

also to illustrate my view towards modern design, interaction design and human behaviour, 

combined with other things that I found relevant in relation to the subject. 

Foreword



“Design is a response to social change”

(George Nelson, 1960)



Abstract

The built environment is a contradiction of how citizens live their lives: static spaces versus 

adaptive and flexible ways of living, whereby almost anything can be adjusted to users demands 

and liking. Spaces exist for periods of time that are not always needed: spaces should only exist 

when we need the space in that form and for that specific time, in accordance with the space of 

flow theory. This combined with the existents of space where we cannot see them, makes that 

people physically present are not necessarily present with their attention in the same space. This 

discrepancy creates the need for a more hybrid design approach whereby both physical and 

virtual presence is combined in one architectural space design. 

In order to use city-data a newly written Twitter analyses tool provides input for creating a 

sentiment score as design input. This, combined with analyses of what citizens find interesting 

in the urban environment, provides the direct input to the Happiness project. The main focus 

herby is on the process and implementation of data, since that is a relatively new aspect in 

relation to architecture and especially new in relation to the urban environment. In order 

to encourage people to be part of an interaction design driven by city-data design should 

trigger interaction by giving clues without giving answers. People are attracted to experiences 

by making them curious; unknown aspects that change from time to time are a contrast with 

the static environment and therefore interesting. The ‘participant’ of the experience is able to 

translate his virtual behaviour into a spatial design that influences others. 

The city-data output combined with the space of flows concept results in the Happiness project: 

an interactive object that mirrors the virtual mood of citizens combined with instant physical 

interaction whereby space is created and influenced. These spaces are only there in specific 

circumstances. It is not designed as an object that creates unaccompanied spaces: it is there to 

influence spaces that influence the functionality of the city, the urban dynamics. The Happiness 

project design follows from a framework that consists of a process that eventually can lead to 

other designs that use the same city-data output as input, but with other goals within the urban 

environment. 
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“Because mobile communication relentlessly changes the 
location reference, the space of the interaction is defined 

entirely within the flows of communication. People are here and 
there, in multiple heres and theres, in a relentless combination 

of space.”

(Manuel Castells, Mireia Fernández-Ardèvol, Jack Linchuan Qiu, 
& Araba Sey, 2009)



Pre-phase
p a r t  1



Introduction

The graduation studio

The whole graduation process took place in the Digital Architecture graduation studio. An unique 

studio compared with the others. Not only the traditional architectural profession is considered, 

but also the connection of architecture, modern technologies and the modern citizen. The main 

goal of the studio is to push the boundaries of advanced architecture even further than only 

considering the connection between technology, people and architecture. By using techniques 

and methods that are not common in architecture today, the aim is to create a sustainable 

future urban environment.  Because of that, there is also a different approach to finally get 

to the end result, compared with other studios and maybe even compared with the general 

architectural design process. The Digital Architecture studio focuses more on the process, rather 

than the final product. This means that an experience driven process is developed that stays 

the same, but depending on the input the outcome can be different every time. However, 

being different does not only apply the process and final products. Modern techniques like 3D 

printing, implementing modern parametric modelling software are used in the design process, 

combined with the use of programming (coding) and the Internet of Things (Arduino) to make 

3D models, physical models and eventually the final design smarter. Smarter in a way that the 

building (or design) will understand it’s position and function in the urban en built environment 

(even the entire world), and because of that can react to a changing and dynamic environment.  

Due to this important combination of involvement of technology, people and architecture, the 

graduation committee exists of two architecture related tutors, and one related to industrial 

design. The decision to get someone involved of the industrial design faculty to help with this 

research is based on the different approach of (design) ‘problems’ and the focus on the process 

due to the graduation studio. Industrial design is more focused on creating an experience rather 

than yielding products, just like what is becoming more and more important in the architecture 

profession and what the Digital Architecture studio about is. Besides, at the Industrial Design 

Faculty there is more knowledge of the connection between product, user and environment, 

when compared with architecture. A way of thinking that is more concerned about people and 

their habits (behaviour), and how to combine this with architecture, than what is common in 

architecture is typical for Industrial design. A tutor that is more concerned about the process, 

the human side and the experience of the whole graduation process is really an addition to the 

two ‘standard’ tutors of architecture. 



11Problem statement and research questions

Whilst traveling through city, either by foot, bike or in any other way, the urban area does not 

make sense to people; the city is a static environment, which support people’s usual habits. 

Day after day people take the same route and follow the crowd, since the urban environment 

is to static to have any direct influence to their habits. The other consequence of the static 

urban environment, is that people are more interested in what they do online. Since their virtual 

worlds adapt instant to their demands and inevitable need for more information, something 

the urban and built environment is not capable to. Since 85% of the people have a smartphone 

and use it in the urban and built environment (Google, 2013). There seem to be more direct 

incentives coming from their devices that can satisfy people coming from their devices, than 

form their direct surroundings. Buildings and streets that always have the same appearance, 

without providing people with information they find interesting; the city should get the attention 

of people back in a way the people become part of the city by activating their imagination 

(Michael Smyth, Ivica Mitrović, & Ingi Helgason, 2013). This is something that can be seen when 

the usual habit is broken for what reason that might be, people will have an opinion about the 

intervention and will attend to it. The thing is; how to get keep the attention of the people, in a 

static environment like the built and urban environment?

The city consists of two kinds of information: ‘known’ and ‘unknown’ information. (Stephen 

Anderson, 2009).  One of the problems with the urban environment is that it is static (it consists 

of known information); it does not change within the timespan most people would like it to. 

Buildings are still built to last for 50 years (DGMR Industrie, Verkeer en Milieu B.V., 2011), way 

longer than anything else surrounding us. We live a very adaptive and flexible live, whereby 

we can change and define anything like we want to. When we take this nation wide, due to 

cultural reasons, most (not all of them) cities have the same appearance; however they differ 

on various levels, more or less they are alike. The history has been defining cities in so many 

unique ways, up to now. However, the general atmosphere as perceived at squares, streets and 

malls is the same; static, only the people on the streets make it feel lively. Without them, it is 

a dead and silent environment. The question arises; should a street even exist when it is not 

in use? This is according to the space of the flows by Manual Castells (Manuel Castells, Mireia 

Fernández-Ardèvol, Jack Linchuan Qiu, & Araba Sey, 2009). We could say; the city, seen as 

an urban layout combined with the inner-city buildings, consists of ‘known’ information. Most 

important in this is the façade layout; layman would consider most of them alike, compared 



to other cities. As a result of this, people develop certain habits in relation to the city, there 

is for example no other option than taking a route because it is the fastest, very few will take 

a route because it is the most interesting, day after day. Even if one considers to take a route 

because it is the most interesting, that will only go for a very few times. How often you pass 

by a specific street, it appearance won’t change by you as a cycler. However, if citizens can be 

presented with ‘unknown’ information, time after time, there is trigger to make them breaking 

their habits. It should make people curious by creating shapes, interactions, experiences that 

are never the same; creating the unknown experience. Essentially, curiosity creates interest and 

drives action in order to know something that was previously unknown (Stefan Mumaw, 2012). 

The new ‘unknown’ static environment combined with the need of on-going need for incentives 

makes that people seek for other ways to reach their goals than they would normally do. Other 

ways that can change from day to day. 

The ‘known’ in the urban environment, or designing the ‘unknown’, has a direct contradictory 

relationship with curiosity. Because we know how the urban environment will react to our 

appearance, how it looks every day and how it influences our behaviour and the other way 

around. This contradictory relationship is to be defined as; “curiosity happens when we feel a 

gap in our knowledge.” (Stephen Anderson, 2009) Which basically means that incentives caused 

by the unknown, could trigger curiosity with the result people break with their daily habits; and 

the urban environment and its content (the buildings) will get the attention of the citizens back. 

This break is desired since parts of a city are not that popular, only because of the habits of the 

inhabitants. 

This problem is considered in the main question, which is supported by sub questions: 

 1) How to make the connection between city data output and the built    

  environment so intimately personal that it encourages interaction in    

  hybrid interactive architectural space? 

  a. At what places in physical space have people the need to access   

   virtual space, by using their mobile tools to gain access to the virtual  

   world? 

  b. How can the space of flows define a design method, regarding the   

   different flows in a city?
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  c. How is interactive design to be implemented in current urban   

   environment, in a way that people will accept it? 

  d. How can the digital output that the city produces be used as input   

   for an environmentally aware generative building or object? 

  e. How is it possible to generate incentives at a fixed location in hybrid  

   space, while providing individuals with personal information?

  f. In what way is (traditional) architectural design to be compared with   

   (interactive) interface design, when it comes to intuitive use? 

  g. How can we speak from architectural design when a building is   

   generated by city data, without having a fixed form , and how is this   

   to be compared with traditional architecture?   



Research purpose (goal)

It has never been the purpose to answer questions that are the conclusion or recommendation of 

previous researches, but instead delivering a concrete solution for a concrete urban architectural 

problem. The theoretical research will yield a future definition of the space, urban environment 

and city we live in, being modern citizens. The theoretical research, combined with a state of the 

art research, is in this case used to present one solution possible for the earlier stated problem, 

for one specific place.

Purpose of the research

The main purpose of the research is to eventually yield a process or design that creates an 

experience that is an addition to the built and urban environment, whereby people are part of a 

building throughout the whole urban environment. This experience should apply both people in 

the virtual and physical world, and the so-called hybrid space. A building should be ‘detached’ 

from is physical location, and somehow be scattered through the city. The distance that exists 

between people and their surroundings have to become tangible, to establish a relationship 

between people and building. It would be great if people are like: “Lets detour, to see how the 

building (city, square or building, whatsoever) is behaving today”, to really feel the connection 

and influence they have established with their surroundings; the city should be the city of their 

dreams. Curiosity is here, again, the keyword. The imagination of people should be activated 

(Michael Smyth, Ivica Mitrović, & Ingi Helgason, 2013), to encourage the interaction with the 

urban environment to eventually open up; interested in what is happening around them.

The final result will be a fully working conceptual scale model that could be implemented in the 

involved cities and/or buildings, when it is resized. Al the technologies should function like in a 

full-scale model, combined with a real existing location. The experience the full-scale model will 

create should be clear in the scale model. 

Research goal and purpose of the research
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The research contributes to society in a very practical way, since the final result will be a ready 

to implement concept. Urban areas will make more sense to people, and therefor be more 

attractive. They will feel a connection between their lives in the city and how the city reacts upon 

that. This connection will not only apply the human-environment relationship, but also inner-city 

buildings. Different parts of the city will be brought together by interactive design throughout 

the city. Inhabitants will feel part of whole, rather than feeling an individual in a big city.

The scientific relevance is harder to describe than the social relevance. In the past decade 

there has been done hundreds of research to smart environments, intelligent spaces and 

the combination of the Internet of Things and the relationship towards the built and urban 

environment. However, the combination of city data output and interactive parametric design in 

relation to the built environment is fairly rare. Only very few researches have been done to the 

influence of our very intensive production of all kind of data and information. Besides, the one 

that have been done 

For the current traditional architectural profession the final design could be seen as a different 

way to take care of the static urban environment. When doing interventions to existing structures 

one should probably take the result of this design research in account. Building in a static 

way like we do won’t work for the future, it should be more adaptive, not built for only a 

lifespan of 50 years (DGMR Industrie, Verkeer en Milieu B.V., 2011). The static built environment 

should be seen as a contemporary state, more an option rather than a guideline how the design 

should look like. The final design should help “us to see that the way things are now is just one 

possibility, and not necessarily the best one” (Anthony Dunne & Fiona Raby, 2011), whereby that 

one possibility is an interactive model that change from second to second. 



“They [people] become co-creators with us. It’s been a real 
pleasure to see the delight and wonder on peoples faces as 
they’re participating and collaborating together to make it 

work” 

(Aaron Koblin & Janet Echelman, 2014)
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The report is structured according to the four basic elements of the Happiness project; space, 

data urban environment and interaction. At first these elements are theoretically considered 

as they once were and how they have changed and adapted to our very adaptive and flexible 

society full of technology nowadays. When it is clear what the theoretical basis of architecture is 

today, these four important aspects are combined though several analysis into the final design. 

The sub questions are spread over four chapters. Each of these chapters is about one or two 

sub questions. 

 - Chapter Urban environment

   o At what places in physical space have people the need to access   

   virtual space, by using their mobile tools to gain access to the virtual  

   world? 

  o How can the space of flows define a design method, regarding the   

   different flows in a city?

 - Chapter city data

  o How can the digital output that the city produces be used as input   

   for an environmentally aware generative building or object? 

  o At what places in physical space have people the need to access   

   virtual space, by using their mobile tools to gain access to the virtual  

   world? 

 - Chapter Interaction design

  o How is it possible to generate incentives at a fixed location in hybrid  

   space, while providing individuals with personal information?

  o How is interactive design to be implemented in current urban 

   environment, in a way that people will accept it?

 - Chapter architectural space

  o In what way is (traditional) architectural design to be compared with   

   (interactive) interface design, when it comes to intuitive use? 

  o How can we speak from architectural design when a building is   

   generated by city data, without having a fixed form , and how is this   

   to be compared with traditional architecture?  

Report content



Theoretical position

Research theme

Smart (interactive) environments and hybrid space are the two main themes of the research. The 

combination of these two results in a smart interactive hybrid space (or environment), that also 

is to be seen in the main research question. 

The research question is a result of at first the personal interest towards the changing urban 

environment in combination with the tools people are more and more using, to stay in touch with 

both each other, but also with ‘physical’ things. At the moment it is possible to connect almost 

everything with the ‘Internet of Things’, to create a world of information we feel comfortable 

with.  It is interesting to see how this change the way we behave in a urban environment that has 

been the same for decades. The influence we have to the physical world by what we do online 

is not yet to be seen, and that should definitely change.

Methods

The research is divided into three phases, consisting of two different research methods;

 1) Literature research

  a. The literature research will yield variables and constants that are   

   implemented into requirements to finally deliver an answer to the   

   main question. These requirements (but also the variables    

   and constants) are import to maintain quality control during    

   the research; at anytime the current process can be evaluated   

   by looking back at the requirements. The following  topics are   

   part of the literature research;

   i. Architectural space

   ii. Urban environment

   iii. Interaction design (interaction architecture)

 2) Empirical research

  a. The empirical research is the analyses and performance of real-time   

   city-data output. The focus will be at what output is available and   

   what is usable. These results will be evaluated on behave of   

   the requirements from the literature research. 
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   i. City data output

   ii. Real-time city-data analysis

   iii. Interactive model research (software and hardware)

   iv. Survey of citizens

 3) Experimental research 

  a. The experimental research start by input of the literature results   

   (requirements); design will be the result of this phase, combined with  

   working software-tools and models. The following topics are part of   

   the experimental research;

   i. Process design (software)

   ii. Product design (hardware)

   iii. Architectural design

   iv. Urban environment design

   v. 3D model 

 4) Analysis and synthesis 

  a. This phase consists of the analysis and synthesis of the research   

   model. Feedback and reflection are made and if discrepancies are   

   found, that specific information will function as input to do specific   

   phases (partly) again. The final result of the analysis and synthesis   

   phase is a report, whereby al the previous steps are considered and   

   concluded. 

Note: the entire research has to happen within the determined theoretical boundary visualized 

in the conceptual framework in order to make sure during the research topics are investigated 

that are not valuable for the final result. Both the conceptual framework and the theoretical 

boundary are included in the appendix. 
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Who:  Janet Echelman 

 Aaron Koblin

When:  2014

Where:  Vancouver

(image by Google, 2014)

State of the art

Unnumbered Sparks

Unnumbered sparks is a 2014 data visualizing urban artwork in the city of Vancouver, made as 

a contradiction towards the static environment in the rest of Vancouver.  “This is something 

you don’t expect to encounter on the street […] it’s just something about having your routine 

broken up–looking up at the sky and changing your perspective for a moment” (Kyle VanHemert, 

2014). In order to make people part of a sculpture beamers project images produced in Google 

Chrome and based on an open webGL, what makes the installation very easy to adapt to. To be 

part of the artwork, people have to use the Chrome browser of their smartphones to provide the 

sculpture with input. It is a typical example of an existing structure where data is layered on top 

of (Aaron Koblin; The Technology Behind Unnumbered Sparks, 2014). However, Unnumbered 

Sparks uses data input that is specifically generated for the artwork. Because of that, it becomes 

more a gimmick rather than an addition to the city as a urban ‘machine’.  (The Making of 

Unnumbered Sparks, 2014; The Technology Behind Unnumbered Sparks, 2014) The benefit of 

this specific created interaction is that it is very clear to the participants (the citizens) what their 

contribution is to both the sculpture, but also to a larger scale; the urban area the sculpture is 

part of (The Making of Unnumbered Sparks, 2014).  Dynamic yet busy gives it inhabitants the 

ability to become part of a large urban sculpture, in a way they never perceived before.
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Who:  Syver Lauritzsen

 Eirik Murvold

When:  2014

Where: Oslo

(image by Syver Lauritzsen and Eirik 

Murvold, 2014)

MonoLitt

MonoLitt by Eirik Haugen Muryold and Syver Lauritzsen is a piece of art that uses an advanced 

software tool to filter Twitter messages around and turn these into a non-stop stream of coloured 

paint, streaming out a hole at the top of a texturized block of gypsum (Eirik Haugen Murvold & 

Syver Lauritzsen, 2014). The software finds out how people feel and think, whereby Tweets are 

compared with a database to determine the emotion of the Tweets. This is a so-called sentiment 

analyses.  These kinds of analyses are not that reliable, because the programmer determines 

the value of the words to compare Tweets with (Vasilis Vryniotis, 2014). This means that not 

actually the mood of the city is painted like MonoLitt is supposed to do, but the mood as the 

programmer perceived the original messages. The difficulty with this is the amount of words 

a Tweet has; the average is somewhere between 10 and 12 words (depending on the source), 

what makes it harder to analyse than a larger text with more context (Janyce Wiebe, Theresa 

Wilson, & Claire Cardie, 2005). Contradiction or inefficient language use are likely to occur, as 

well as the issue to really understand what a Tweet is about; a sentiment analysis will only focus 

at the content of one Tweet, there is no lexical diversity (Matthew A. Russell, 2013). However, 

since MonoLitt expresses mood in just a few colours, it is probably precise enough to analyse 

Tweets without considering lexical diversity. The result is a installation that seems to analyse an 

urban area as a whole, but will actually consider every social media (Twitter in this case) post as 

a different element; so, never the mood of the city is mapped, but the mood of only one Tweet 

is displayed. The connection between Tweets and colours is very obvious since everybody is 

able to directly link colours to mood. Therefore the influence of the online mood of people at 

a specific venue is clearly visible, to both people who are actively Tweeting and the one’s who 

are not.
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Who:  RaumLabor

When:  2009

Where: Any location

(image by Raumlabor 2006)

SpaceBuster

The idea of a blow-up space is what many studios like Raumlabor practise; creating a contrast with 

the hard-grained buildings a city mostly consists of: “to critique the hardness and uncompromising 

forms of modernism” (Jacobo Krauel, 2014), formed in the late 1960’s. Temporary rather than a 

permanent solution, yet very appealing to visitors; its different, breaking their routine and they 

have probably never seen something like that before. The fact that the sculptures and spaces 

are blown up makes it possible for them to neglect the urban environment; their shape will differ 

from every place they are blown up, adapting to the situation on that specific site. (Raumlabor, 

2006) This, combined with the very soft boundary set by the thin material, makes the space very 

tangible and almost friendly, like it would say; ‘come over, to touch me’.  It makes use of places 

that would not be seen as a space without the presence of a blown up space (Stephanie Alice 

Rogers, 2012).  These object match the space of flows concept perfectly; space only exists when 

it is needed, at the specific place where it is needed.



“Caring about users and their lives is absolutely at the core 
of user-centered design. Curiosity is a natural out- come of 
caring, and it is the single greatest contributor to effective 
user research... Caring and curiosity engen- der personal 

investment, and investment motivates a researcher to develop 
a deep understanding of users.” 

(Demetrius Madrigal & Bryan McClain, 2010)



Theoret ical  analys is
p a r t  2



The development of urban environment is best to described as; “ [tackling] problems of the 

built, natural, and social environments, where a wide range of features have to be balanced 

against each other to reach solutions” (Horst W. J. Rittel & Melvin M. Weber, 1973) Today the 

social environment addresses more than in 1973; today an whole other world is involved, the 

virtual world, an even more social world than the physical world. These aspects can be grouped 

into two factors in relation to the urban environment; space and time. Space created by the 

buildings and spatial layouts as a result of our transportation ways (Manuel Castells, Mireia 

Fernández-Ardèvol, Jack Linchuan Qiu, & Araba Sey, 2009). Time as a function of our way of 

living. Especially time is interesting; not the buildings in the city make streets look static, but 

time is more important. “if I [Olafur Eliasson] feel that the space is tangible, if I feel there is time, 

if there is a dimension I could call time, I also feel that I can change the space.” (Olafur Eliasson, 

2009) We could state that the built environment is yet interactive and does react to what people 

expect from it, but not as fast as we want it to and not at the places we want it to. Changes are 

made, but it takes a lot of time to implement them. Because of this, the question is whether we 

should tackle the buildings or does something with the timespan we expect change to occur. 

People have the need to look for information (incentives) typically at three spots; at home 

(97%), on the go (85%) and at work (80%) (Research by Google, 2013). Since people use 

their smartphones in the urban environment most of the time after using it at home, there is 

either a lack of surroundings that make sense or a lack of sufficient information, provided by 

the urban environment. The problem is to be found in the spatial organization of the urban 

environment; “With such a big space [the urban environment], the problem is obviously that 

there is a discrepancy between what your body can embrace, and what the space, in that sense, 

is.” (Olafur Eliasson, 2009)  There is no direct relation between what we do, and what urban 

environment reflects towards us, and therefore it becomes less and less appealing to us. 

Implementing new technologies in an existing urban situation requires an accessible and 

approachable method since “most members of the general public are not urban planning 

professionals; therefore, well-designed visualization and interactive tools can help expand their 

participation in urban planning processes.” (Huayi Wu, Zhengwei He, & Jianya Gong, 2010) 

and “the essential tasks to achieve with the use of new media are: providing a communication 

platform which suppresses a barrier of non-professionalism” (Malgorzata Hanzl, 2007). This 

Urban environment
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makes it important to design an interactive intervention people are able to use (almost) without 

any foreknowledge; if there is too much knowledge needed, people will ignore the intervention 

and it becomes useless. Citizens will not always understand the intentions of urban planners, 

but have to understand architectural intervention that will influence ‘their’ urban space instantly. 

Urban space as we (citizens) perceive it, is a space of strict boundaries between different 

functions in the city. The last decades the idea of defining space has changed; people often get 

more freedom to create their own space, both virtual and physical. We see that in projects where 

the urban layout is designed, but where the future inhabitants have the ability to influence to 

the final atmosphere by shaping their own plots, by designing their own houses. Still, space is 

considered as something static, defined by the fences and walls we build. The space of flows, 

considers urban space in a more modern way than only defining static space, but considers space 

as a temporary condition in which a function is defined (Manuel Castells, Mireia Fernández-

Ardèvol, Jack Linchuan Qiu, & Araba Sey, 2009). Manuel Castells was the first to look at space 

in a more flexible and adaptive way, in 1989. The space of flows means that everything can 

be the foundation of space: from data to people, from buildings to sound, and therefore only 

exists when that function needs it. Because of this, time is (like Olafur Eliasson already stated) 

the most important aspect besides the function to create space: a flow exists only for a limited 

period of time depending for which function the flow exists. Space that exists temporarily in 

the urban environment is space created by Wi-Fi, for example. Temporarily since we can expect 

Wi-Fi to be only a temporarily tool of data transfer; cellular networks are yet faster and become 

less expensive. However, people will bound within the radius of a free Wi-Fi spot, something 

that is to be seen by McDonalds anywhere around the world. So, all these people together are 

functioning in a temporary space, till technology disables it, or till the owner switch it off. 

Even in traditional architecture the use of space in relation to time, adaptability and flexibility has 

been reconsidered often. The concept ‘extra space’  gives people both a defined building part 

(what is made to last for the standard 50 years (DGMR Industrie, Verkeer en Milieu B.V., 2011)) 

and a part that is designed for flexibility; the extra space (Anne Lacaton & Jean-Philippe Vassal, 

2012). Because of that, time is not a determining factor anymore of space: since occupants have 

the ability to directly change space in a very easy and adaptable way. This is to be directly linked 

to the space of flow, since in both cases users can make a space exist only if they want it to exist. 



The issue with using user-added data  that is generated on a very large (urban area) is that it 

only represents a very specific group of people. Most of the people active on social media 

hardly post message; most of them are online only to gather information, either about relatives 

or products (Danny Oosterveen, 2014; Google, 2013). Another problem with the use of social 

media is that there is a difference in usage when it comes to user age. The younger the person 

(starting from age of 11), more likely it is they post three up to six times more at social media 

than a person older than 32 (Simon Khalaf, 2014; Danny Oosterveen, 2014). The same goes 

for the spreading through the city (the geo-location); the city centre consists of more online 

activity than the outskirts. This makes it difficult to include the city data output in one general 

data set, which applies to the same area as the data is collected from. A large part of that area 

won’t recognize itself or their ‘online’ behaviour in the output of the data collection.  Also the 

frequency of posts is an issue; if there are very few posts over a specific amount of time, the 

contribution of these posts is to be neglected in the entire data set, whereby a lot of people 

will feel excluded from the concept. And if people have no direct notion their input is used, for 

what purpose, and what their input will yield, both for them and the environment, the effect 

will be less, or their will even not be any effect at all. Therefore it is important to emphasize the 

use. The already mention projects Monolitt and Unnumbered sparks are capable of using very 

specific data, that depends of the location (Eirik Haugen Murvold & Syver Lauritzsen, 2014; The 

Making of Unnumbered Sparks, 2014), and both collect data very local. Therefore people are 

able to directly see the influence of their online (or smartphone) behaviour and won’t feel part 

of a whole, but unique. To tackle both the age and the geo-location issue it is important to take 

this in account, and ensure people can have direct influence. This can be regardless the final 

product design, but depends of the process and the local collection of data. 

The wide variety of social media networks make that our online behaviour is spread out over the 

entire web; it is impossible to gather all the information at social media in one analysis.  Of all 

the social media networks, Twitter is most used on mobile devices; 86% of the people posting 

on Twitter do that using the mobile application (Naill McCarthy, 2014). Facebook with 68% op 

the people posting messages on the go is at the second place (Naill McCarthy, 2014). This 

makes Twitter more usable to analyse in relation to the built and urban environment.

Text to sentiment analysis can in general be executed in mainly four different ways, depending 

City data
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on the purpose (Eric Cambria, Björn Schuller, Yunqing Xia, & Catherine Havasi, 2013); 

 - Keyword spotting

 - Lexical affinity 

 - Statistical methods 

 - Concept-level techniques

Keyword spotting analysing means words in a database, with for every word a defined sentiment 

rating, are compared with words in the text to analyse. This is the most basic analysis method, 

and very inaccurate, since not the relations between words are considered. However, it is easy 

to set up a new database. Developing a new database can be done on behalf of the expected 

analyser input. The expected input can be broken into individual words which are reviewed in 

order to give every word a sentimental score. This al needs to be done by hand; the person who 

is analysing the individual words determines the sentimental score; because of that, it might 

not be really accurate and may vary up to 23% (Eric Cambria, Björn Schuller, Yunqing Xia, & 

Catherine Havasi, 2013), depending on the individual. Lexical affinity analysing does the same 

as the keyword spotting analysis, however it looks for supporting words. ‘Extraordinary happy’; 

whereby extraordinary is recognized as supporting word for happy and therefore influences the 

sentiment, the sentiment value will be ‘very positive’ instead of ‘positive’.

The other two, statistical methods and concept-level techniques analysis, focus on the sentence 

as a whole; the relations between words and therefore also understand contradictions. These 

analysers will recognize ‘awful great’ as very positive, while the keyword spotting and lexical 

affinity both will see this as one negative and one positive word what results in a neutral 

sentiment. However, the statistical methods and concept-level techniques analysis are both very 

complex computer algorithms. Because of that, it is almost impossible to influence or adjust the 

output; when using a method like these, one have to trust the analyser in delivering the right 

results. 

The Stanford Natural Language Processing Group (NLP) is a research department of the Stanford 

University, which is responsible for the Stanford NLP database. “The Natural Language Processing 

Group at Stanford University is a team of faculty, research scientists, postdocs, programmers and 



students who work together on algorithms that allow computers to process and understand 

human languages.” (Stanford University, 2014) The Stanford NLP database is the most precise 

open source language analyser, with an accuracy of “80% up to 85.4%” (Richard Socher et 

al., 2013) when it comes to Twitter analysis. The analyser breaks sentences down by using a 

combination between statistical methods and concept-level techniques analysis and besides 

that, looking at the natural appearance of words and phrases. The database uses a Treebank 

to find connections between words and sentences, whereby not only the individual value of a 

word in relation to mood and sentiment is considered, but also how often words are used in 

reference texts. The difficulty with Tweet has only consists of an average somewhere between 

10 and 12 words (depending on the source), what makes it harder to analyse than a larger text 

with more context (Janyce Wiebe, Theresa Wilson, & Claire Cardie, 2005) according to Janyce 

Wiebe. But, the Stanford NLP group has dealt with that problem; “the Stanford Sentiment 

Treebank is the first corpus with fully labeled parse trees that allows for a complete analysis 

of the compositional effects of sentiment in language.” (Richard Socher et al., 2013) Because 

Twitter consists of short sentences whereby the relation between words is relatively ‘easy’ to 

determine but extraordinary important, the Stanford Natural Language database is the best 

suitable for analysing Twitter, because of that Treebank. Yet it is the only large open source 

database, and therefore the one that is most likely to be used when it comes to text to mood 

(sentiment) analysis; the only other option (what is clearly not preferred) should be creating an 

own database using the keyword analysis. The output of the real-time analysis is a mood (--, -, 

±, +, ++) returned as a number between 0 and 5;

 - 0 = very negative

 - 1 = negative

 - 2 = neutral

 - 3 = positive

 - 4 = very positive  

Since these numbers are only indications for sentences and Tweets, it is possible to use them 

in calculations (Richard Socher et al., 2013). This is important, given the amount of Tweets that 

is posted; using only one Tweet does not make sense. However, since it is only possible to 

analyse one Tweet at a time, there will never be a true connection. Contradiction or inefficient 
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language use are likely to occur, as well as the issue to really understand what a Tweet is about; 

a sentiment analysis will only focus at the content of one Tweet, there is no lexical diversity 

(Matthew A. Russell, 2013). This is not very likely to be changed, because a Tweet is always a 

single message of just 140 characters. However, it is possible to make a Tweet on it’s one more 

usable for analysis (Ashin Rahular, 2014), by deleting the inefficient matter.  
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“An artefact does not exist without its perceiver” 

(Klaus Krippendorff, 2005)
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The person who describes the design of interactions (artefacts) the best is Klaus Krippendorff 

in his work: The Semantic Turn; A new Foundation for Design. His work is unique, it is one of 

the very few to consider design in a way that is not related to any object. Krippendorff states 

that: “an artefact does not exist without its perceiver” (Krippendorff, 2005), that is also to be 

linked with the space of flows concept, where space only consists where the users want it to 

exist, or the technologies the ‘perceiver’ uses make the space exist. The user (perceiver) should 

in all cases make the difference; since the project applies both virtual and physical space the 

presence in both spaces should matter. This can either be in a direct or indirect way.  

To be able to design an interaction artefact one should be aware of people’s behaviour and 

interests (Krippendorff, 2005). However, these are very hard to determine, since behaviour and 

interests are not the only aspects that determine whether people will be interested to interact 

with design and because of that create an artefact. According to Therese Nilsson how people 

respond to an artefacts in general depends on (Therese Nilsson, 2011):

 - Personal interest 

 - Situation and context

 - Mood

 - Associations and past experiences 

 - Personality

 - Interpretation/Meanings/Sense making

 - Familiarity/relation

 - Culture/community 

However this suggestion is rather accurate, it is better to rearrange them and add other aspects 

that determine whether people are interested in being part of a temporary urban artefact, 

instead if an artefact in general :

 - Personal interest (personality)

 - Urban goal (what is their reason to be there?)

 - Mood

 - Associations and past experiences

Interaction design



 - Culture/community

 - Company

 - Concentration span

These aspects have al to do with the earlier mentioned curiosity to the unknown (Stefan Mumaw, 

2012; Stephen Anderson, 2009); if we are encouraged or triggered to be an explorer we want 

to seek for the known behind the unknown; “curiosity happens when we feel a gap in our 

knowledge” (Stephen Anderson, 2009). This curiosity can happen at any moment, however, 

the issues with artefacts that are created to attract people’s attention is that people have a very 

short concentration span. Anything can distract them from their planned urban action: “curiosity 

creates interest and drives action in order to know something that was previously unknown” 

(Stefan Mumaw, 2012), but therefore they can also be distracted by an instant action.  This is 

hardly to be changed; it is a habit, which is even further developed with the use of modern 

technologies. Because of that, there are two options:

 - Designing an interaction artefact that focus on combining the aspects   

  mentioned before within a very short timespan. People should have    

  the opportunity to be only part of the artefact for seconds, or    

  for a longer period if they have the opportunity to. 

 - Creating an interaction artefact that is so intense that users have no other   

  option than to stick with it: “you want the audience to be so into the story  

   that they are actually willing to hunt it down” (Henry Jenkins, 2008), like a   

  kind of immersion. 

However it is the essential basis of attracting people to a venue, the difficulty with what Jenkins 

states, is that it is hard to maintain in an urban area; people do not expect something to occur, 

and because they have most of the time a very specific goal, the time they have and want to 

spend is less. It applies more to settings and venues where people are expected to spend time, 

and the have taken the spend time in account in advance of entering the experience.The key 

factor to trigger both curiosity and a relation with urban interaction design (William W Gaver, 

Jacob Beaver, & Steve Benford, 2003) is ambiguity. A certain ‘unknown’ factor causes ambiguity 

that consists of three different states (William W Gaver, Jacob Beaver, & Steve Benford, 2003):
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 - Ambiguity of source

 - Ambiguity of context

 - Ambiguity of relationship

Hereby it is important the participant of the experience is not thrown into the depth: the more we 

know about some topic, the more likely we are to focus on our own information-gaps (Stephen 

Anderson, 2009). The unknown should never be larger part, there should be just enough be 

unknown to make people want to be part of the experience, instead of just being a passer-by.

In relation to the urban environment the ambiguity of context is to be linked to the static 

appearance of the urban environment, and therefore the most important. It is the main aspect to 

differentiate: an unexpected interaction that is in contrast with its context. Ambiguity is directly 

to be linked to certain qualities that triggers curiosity (Therese Nilsson, 2011). The proof follows 

from Unnumbered Sparks and SpaceBuster, as well as Monolitt. They differ in appearance and 

use from their surroundings, and that is what makes people interact: the ambiguity of why the 

object is there, and why it is different, and what their relation with the object possibly might be.  

Therese Nilsson states that grabbing peoples attention in urban environment depends on 12 

aspects, that are useful when “utilizing a hidden design language” (Therese Nilsson, 2011). This 

very important theory is used to set up a test, and therefore discussed in the chapter design 

and results. 
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ing the knowledge search, Anderson (2009). In the model (Fig10) I have tried to illustrate the 

connections between those, plus the early curiosity theories, and the design qualities which I’m 

focusing on in this thesis. Ambiguity is placed in the centre, mainly because it can relate to all 

the qualities, especially the six that the grey arrows are pointing at. Ambiguity is therefore more 

focused on than the other qualities. I have also briefly mentioned a quality named Playability 

(Löwgren 2007). There are certainly more qualities  of interest, but my focus is on the eight (col-

oured green in the figure) which I found most relevant for this particular project. 
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intepretationnovelty
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uncertainty

CURIOSITY
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secrecy

interest
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Fig10.

The relation between curiosity, 

ambiguity and qualities. 

(image by Therese Nilsson, 2011)



“If a waterfall is falling faster, it’s a smaller waterfall which is 
closer by, because the speed of falling water is pretty constant 

everywhere. And your body somehow knows that. So this 
means a waterfall is a way of measuring space.” 

(Olafur Eliasson, 2009)
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Designing a non-defined shape is what architecture might be in the future; the process will 

be more important than the final result. Designing a process changes the roll of the architect; 

from being shaping space and defining proportion to the designer of an experience. No longer 

a space is only defined by physical boundaries like depth, width and height, named as the 

elements of architecture (Ernst Neufert & Peter Neufert, 2012; Evert Kleijer, 2004), which are 

based on the human proportions. These proportions changed, since we are more nowadays 

than only our body proportions; we also carry online proportions with use. 

Evert Kleijer determined basic elements in architecture that define space. Walls, ceilings, doors 

etcetera (Evert Kleijer, 2004). An important element is left out and should definitely be added in 

order to understand the influence of modern data in relation to these traditional elements: time. 

Space does not only exist by the physical elements but also by the timespan these elements 

exist. The elements as defined by Evert Kleijer are always there in ‘traditional’ architecture and 

determine how we see and perceive spaces, and since we know how to use these elements, this 

use goes intuitively. This change when space is shaped by data: there is probably not a fixed 

‘state’ and therefore the intuitive use differs (Stephen Anderson, 2009). The result of this: people 

don’t know where the space is made for and thus don’t know how to use the space, and might 

even feel lost in the space, if there is no reference to guide them. This can be changed by either 

adding explanation (or enplaning elements) or using familiar elements to create space. Using 

familiar elements in the space is to be preferred since adding explanation takes away a part 

of the natural interaction that is to be encouraged in order to create the optimal experience. 

It is even better to say the space should consist of some basic elements like we are use to in 

architecture, as defined by Evert Kleijer and Ernst and Peter Neufert. 

Both physical space and virtual space we carry with use are part of the earlier mentioned space 

of flows concept by Manuel Castells. For example: people texting to others are not physically 

present, but “as long as people participated in the shared communications of the group, 

they seemed to be considered by others to be present” (Silva, 2004). This concept is know as 

telepresence; “with telepresence, people can sense and influence the environment to a spatial 

extent far beyond their physical proximity” (Michael Batty & Harvey J. Miller, 2000). The space 

created by an architect should not only focus on people being present, because people present 

don’t have to be really present in order to influence space. These two spaces can occur at the 

same place, but without taking notion of the existence of the other. Space suffers as this occurs: 

Architectural space and shapes



Spatial elementen, defining space in a 

traditional way. 

(Images by Evert Kleijer, 2004)
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the original intentions of the space are disabled, because the connection between those spaces 

is not to be seen for many people (Yu-Kang Lee, Chun-Tuan Chang, You Lin, & Zhao-Hong 

Cheng, 2014), the follow is the result:

 - People physically present are not present with their minds, and therefore get   

  to less notion of what happens in physical space. The space does not adapt   

  to what they do and therefore is not optimal used. 

 - People virtually present cannot see the influence of their online behaviour to   

  the physical space. 

New designs regarding space should take this in account, if the optimal space for the current 

society is to be designed. 

When people are capable of delivering input for an architectural design, the issue is that they 

can make a joke out of it (Silva, 2004). The influence is hard to determine if there are no strict 

boundaries to data driven design, and people can do whatever they want. Therefore it is the 

best option to give people notion they are in charge of controlling ‘everything’ (regardless what 

‘everything’ is), that everything is possible, but that actually their interaction possibilities are 

curbed when it comes to influencing space.   

Using data creates another difficulty when it comes to parametric designs: the implementation 

of data. Data on its own is not usable, a thorough analysis and subtraction is needed in order 

to make it usable. Usable in a way computers understand it and are able to do calculations with 

it and translate it to a shape. This has an complex effect: losing the original ‘meaning’ of the 

data and therefore it will be harder to understand for users. The translation of data to a shape 

should maintain the original meaning of the data in order to create awareness, other than only 

having a ‘fun’ factor. The difficulty with shapes is that we (citizens) naturally see them as a “visual 

grammar” (Steven Bradley, 2010). This means we link shapes to moods, but in a very subtitle 

way: most people are not able to tell what they feel when the see a certain shape, and that only 

applies 2D shapes (Steven Bradley, 2010). Since shape and space are very different it is very hard 

to link those. To design 3D architectural space that displays mood as derived from social media 

(Twitter) that is understandable without any knowledge in advance the only aspect that can be 
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taken in account is the ‘smoothness’ of a shape that creates space. Smooth and fluid transitions 

between lines appeal more friendly than sharp corners. However people won’t be able to tell 

the difference, they perceive it in their unconsciousness (Steven Bradley, 2010). 

In order to understand the kind of space Happiness project creates, space is to be considered in 

a different way than we are used to. Like Nolli did when creating his map of Rome: a map that 

does not display what we directly see and perceive as we look around in the urban environment, 

but displays how space is created and perceived in a way we can not directly see. And that 

is exactly what Tweetping does. Tweetping maps the current (public) Tweets that are created 

all over the world in real-time and visualizes that data. However, this is never 100% accurate 

because it is impossible to determine how many people at what places only have private Twitter-

accounts like earlier mentioned, but it gives a very good indication of space that we cannot see. 

The fact we are able to log Tweets of specific locations and visualize that, creates a new aspect: 

open-source space. 

Open-source space is space we create in a state of unawareness, by delivering data via a medium 

at a fixed location, whereby it is necessary that the data is visible and useable for others. Only 

when other people have the ability to use that data they can influence the entire data stack 

that creates a temporary space. The earlier mentioned time is therefore very important: the 

space exists as long as people make data available for a specific period of time, like it is with 

the space of flows theory (Manuel Castells, Mireia Fernández-Ardèvol, Jack Linchuan Qiu, & 

Araba Sey, 2009). The best way to put open-source space in context with the architectural space 

as we know is to look at it as an object that is created by parts that are supplied by different 

people that don’t know each others intentions, but are willing to as they get to know the others 

‘building parts’. Open-source space is the space the future should be focussing on: space that 

is part of hybrid space, encouraging interaction and instantly (depending on time parameters) 

adaptable to situations and demands citizens create.  

Tweetping loging Tweets in realtime. 

(Franck Ernewein, 2013)



“It is a room that a person can only enter when they have real 
need of it. Sometimes it is there, and sometimes it is not, but 
when it appears, it is always equipped for the seeker’s needs”

(Harry Potter by J. K. Rowling, 2004)



Results and design
p a r t  3



“This is something you don’t expect to encounter on the street. 
And it is just something about having your routine broken up. 

Just changing your perspective for a moment.” 

(Aaron Koblin & Janet Echelman, 2014)
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The interactive object should be very flexible since it has to follow its function: being a parasite 

to the existing environment to influence the physical world by virtual input. By disrupting the 

(space of) flows created by inhabitants’ usual habits, inhabitants have to think about their own 

position in relation to the urban environment both in a virtual and physical matter. Despite the 

city data produced by the city (of parts of the city) will be the main input for the interactive 

object, there have to be a direct influence. By introducing a direct influence, people are not only 

be able to influence the urban dynamics (the space of flows) by their online behaviour, but the 

concept will also work the other way around; the virtual world will be influenced by the physical 

presence of the interactive object. People should feel responsible for the public interactive 

object.

The four sketches on the next pages illustrate the design process of the experience concept in 

short:

 - The first sketch illustrates the connection between the different squares as   

  well as the connection between physical and virtual space.

 - The second sketch illustrates the connection the object can have with the  

  built environment as a contradiction: static versus dynamic. 

 - The third sketch illustrates at what places in the city centre of Eindhoven   

  objects could be placed and what they should look like. Made from mainly   

  triangular surfaces, they can differ their shape according to data input. 

 - The fourth sketch shows the translation from triangles as main input for the   

  design, to more fluid lines and curves, because of the relations people make   

  between shape and mood. 

Experience concept
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The location the design concept is applied to the inner city of Eindhoven. However Eindhoven is 

known as the Dutch design city, the inner city is rather traditional. Only a few modern buildings 

but a lot of monuments, combined with an urban layout that can be seen as traditional. Four 

aspects make Eindhoven an interesting city to use as the future location for the interactive 

objects: 

 - The amount of internationals. Therefore the social media is occupied with   

  more English messages than the most other Dutch cities. 

 - The squares in the inner city, combined with the fact the inner city squares   

  are made especially for the space of pedestrians.(Omgevingsvergunning   

  Bubble 18 Septemberplein Ruimtelijke onderbouwing artikel 2.12 lid 1a sub   

  3 Wabo, 2011)

  o 18 septemberplein

  o De markt

  o Stationsplein

  o Catharinaplein

  o Stadhuisplein 

  o Technical University Eindhoven (TUE) campus. However it is a whole   

   area, the campus consists of very beautiful and useable squares. 

 - The calm and traditional architecture in the city centre. The case would be  

  very different when applied to cities like New York, Beijing or London. The  

  large screens and billboards create a very different experience there, in so  

  much ways. The distracting environment of flickering screens and sounds are  

  not a static environment like we have in the Netherlands. 

 - Eindhoven is used to design related objects that differ from what is seen as   

  ‘usual’, and people appreciate these designs.  

However the location is important in relation to the development of the concept, the final result 

will be more a process rather than a result that depends of the location. Therefore, location is 

subordinate to the process.  

Since data is used as input for the happiness project, it is more important to look at the urban 

area and the built environment, in a digital way. What data is produced and on which scale, 

Location

Squares where the Tweets are logged 

and analyzed by the Twitter Sentiment 

Analyzer 



“All architecture is shelter, all great architecture is the design of 
space that contains, cuddles, exalts, or stimulates the persons 

in that space.”

(Philip Johnson, date unknown)
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and how can it be used? Happiness project will function less in areas with low-density city-data 

output since the production of virtual data is less at these places. 

Because Twitter is used, an indication of locations worldwide that are usable to exhibit Happiness 

project (occupied with people who are very active online) is given by Tweetping. Like mentioned 

earlier, Tweetping maps the current (public) Tweets that are created all over the world in real-

time. The map finally shows where most Tweets are send, and that is what is interesting for the 

Happiness project, since it is multi-locational applicable. 

The location at the 18 septemberplein is very logical chosen. It is the place where almost 

everyone who comes from the station and wants to go into the city, passes by. Besides, it is 

the widest space between the buildings. In order to influence space, the Happiness project 

should not stand on its own, but rather close to an existing building. This is important to create 

intimate spaces, that exist in between the Happiness project and the existing buildings. It is also 

important existing routes and sightlines are not entirely blocked, and therefore the chosen place 

is the best one at the 18 septemberplein.
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Creating a new tool for text analysis is preferred. However there are several websites (www.

coosto.com) that preform social media analysis and text to sentiment analysis, it is important to 

have fully understanding what and how the tool works in order to use it as design input. To be 

able to have full control of the input parameters, to log data as a result of the input parameters 

and do further calculations with the output data, a new tool is required. 

The Twitter Sentiment Analyser tool is written in Eclipse Luna using JAVA-code. Public Tweets 

are collected within a radius from a given geo-coordinate (latitude, longitude and radius). In 

order to make people recognize their virtual input, the radius should be limited, so only a limited 

amount of tweets is found.  These parameters are stored in a LocationQuery; the main input for 

the Tweet analyser. 

For people it is important to recognize their influence. The interactive shapes are therefore 

connected to individual Twitter counts that match the city squares to allow people to directly 

send messages to the object. These ‘direct Tweets’ are also filtered by the Twitter Sentiment 

Analyser. The script will also find Strings consisting the name of the building: for example (“@

BuildingTweet”). Tweets consisting these building names are Tweets send directly to the building; 

therefore their influence is valued more than the sentiment from general Tweets collected in 

the city. Because of that, people are able to see their instant influence when they sent a Tweet 

directly to the building. In order to always maintain a balance between the Tweets coming 

from the city and direct Tweets, the Twitter Sentiment Analyser calculates a weighing factor 

depending on the total amount of Tweets collected at that specific moment the scripts runs. 

All the found Tweets that meet the LocationQuery are temporarily stored, and sent to the Stanford 

NLP database for real-time analysis (Ashin Rahular, 2014).  The Stanford NLP analysis returns a 

mood for each Tweet (at the earlier mentioned 0 – 4 scale), and finally the JAVA-script calculates 

an average sentiment value for the total amount of found Tweets, meeting the LocationQuery 

and String requirements. The first test where very promising, since the tool actually worked, 

although these Tweets where still filled with polluting information.  The average mood seemed 

already to be very accurate, but not good enough, since the Stanford NLP returned to many 

errors. In order reduce this amount of errors only clean text should be send to the Stanford NLP. 

The following information is subtracted from the Tweets to increase analysing performance by 

Software
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making sure only words remain that are understandable for the Stanford NLP database; 

 - (#) Hash tags and the following word(s) are removed, however these are 

  sometimes useful if they consists of just one word per hash tag. When words 

  are combined into a sentence without spaces the database will return an error 

  with regards to that specific sentence.  Unfortunately it seemed to be not 

  possible to check if the hash-tag consists of an existing word. Because if so, it 

  would have been useful to maintain: deleting a word that is needed for the 

  relation of phrases might influence the sentiment analysis in a negative way. 

  However, not existing words have a more negative influence. Therefore all the 

  hash-tags in Tweets are deleted.  

 - (@) Usernames, since names are not relevant for text to sentiment analysis. 

 - (HTTP://) URL’s are included in Tweets if a user uploaded photos or shares a   

  link. 

 - (;) Semicolon (or punctuations in general), since punctuations are not used in 

  the Stanford NLP analysis, and especially because punctuations influence the 

  storage of data in a negative way.  

These elements all have nothing or little to do with the sentiment of a Tweet, and therefore it is 

possible to delete this information without influencing the sentiment score. The sentiment value 

that is returned by the Stanford NLP database is stored in a .CSV file, whereby also the date and 

time, latitude, longitude, radius and ID-tag are logged. Because of this, the analyses are to be 

reproduced at anytime and can be compared with earlier sentiment analysis.

The connection between the data and the model (and possibly the future full-scale model) 

is Arduino. The Arduino UNO R3 board is not controlled by the standard Arduino Integrated 

Development Environment (IDE), but also by Eclipse Luna. This change in the standard workflow 

was needed since the Arduino IDE is not capable of reading (importing) external data other than 

provided by sensors. 

Test case

The first tests with the full functional Twitter analyser started Monday 13 October 2014. The next 



few days the Twitter analyser was executed four times a day, to map the mood at specific times 

a day. During these tests also the Tweets, geo-location, usernames and date and time were 

logged to a .CSV file, to manual check the input and look for future improvements. The next two 

aspects were interesting when the results where considered:

 - A part of the Tweets consists of retweets; that means some Tweets are   

  analysed more than one time. Apparently people preforming a retweet,   

  think or feel the same as the person who posted the original tweet.    

  Therefore, it would not be fair to delete retweets and only analyse the   

  original tweet.

 - At specific moments a small group of people seemed to be very active   

  sending Tweets. However, during the test never more than 10% of the   

  tweets seems to be written by the same person; therefore he effect is   

  minimal and no further action is required. 

 

Interesting to see that the start of the Dutch Design Week 2014 (DDW) both influences the 

amount of Tweets in the city centre and the sentiment score; during the first weekend of the 

Panel that displays previous ‘runs’ and debug sessions. 
Average Tweet Sentiment Scores are stored in these files, 
together with data about the specific tweets

Found Tweets are shown, as first as they are found at 
Twitter, secondly as how the look after the poluting data 
is removed and finally how the Stanford NLP returns the 
Tweet with the sentiment score. Also the total amount of 
Tweets is displayed, together with the average Tweet 
Sentiment Score for the current session. 

Panel that contains the JAVA-scripts in order to make the 
Twitter Sentiment Analyzer work properly.

Score Total	  Tweets Data	  and	  time Longitude Latitude Radius Unit ID-‐TAG
1,84 500.0 Sat	  Oct	  18	  21:18:06	  CEST	  2014 51,43953 5,478043 1,5 km Eindhoven

1,854 493.0 Sun	  Oct	  19	  09:55:37	  CEST	  2014 51,43953 5,478043 1,5 km Eindhoven
1,891 488.0 Mon	  Oct	  20	  22:00:26	  CEST	  2014 51,43953 5,478043 1,5 km Eindhoven
1,887 495.0 Tue	  Oct	  21	  13:42:34	  CEST	  2014 51,43953 5,478043 1,5 km Eindhoven
1,902 518.0 Wed	  Oct	  22	  20:53:05	  CEST	  2014 51,43953 5,478043 1,5 km Eindhoven
1,904 502.0 Wed	  Oct	  22	  23:06:45	  CEST	  2014 51,43953 5,478043 1,5 km Eindhoven
1,909 507.0 Thu	  Oct	  23	  12:26:43	  CEST	  2014 51,43953 5,478043 1,5 km Eindhoven
1,926 527.0 Fri	  Oct	  24	  14:15:38	  CEST	  2014 51,43953 5,478043 1,5 km Eindhoven
1,93 532.0 Fri	  Oct	  24	  16:49:54	  CEST	  2014 51,43953 5,478043 1,5 km Eindhoven

1,914 451.0 Mon	  Oct	  27	  15:56:40	  CET	  2014 51,43953 5,478043 1,5 km Eindhoven
1,885 433.0 Tue	  Oct	  28	  14:29:48	  CET	  2014 51,43953 5,478043 1,5 km Eindhoven
1,894 368.0 Fri	  Oct	  31	  12:39:13	  CET	  2014 51,43953 5,478043 1,5 km Eindhoven
1,92 376.0 Tue	  Nov	  18	  22:48:24	  CET	  2014 51,43953 5,478043 1,5 km Eindhoven

Example of LOG-file that logs data 

returning from the Twitter Sentiment 

Analyzer. This data file was part of the 

testing and improving the accuracy of 

the analyzer. 
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Panel that displays previous ‘runs’ and debug sessions. 
Average Tweet Sentiment Scores are stored in these files, 
together with data about the specific tweets

Found Tweets are shown, as first as they are found at 
Twitter, secondly as how the look after the poluting data 
is removed and finally how the Stanford NLP returns the 
Tweet with the sentiment score. Also the total amount of 
Tweets is displayed, together with the average Tweet 
Sentiment Score for the current session. 

Panel that contains the JAVA-scripts in order to make the 
Twitter Sentiment Analyzer work properly.



Left: sheet testcase 18 septemberplein 

Right: people turning the sheets 

The influence the final object has to the existing environment is not only to be evaluated in 

terms of form, space and hybrid space interaction. The most important aspect is how people 

feel and behave with regards to the object; where do they need it for and how will they interact, 

and for what reason? The experience that is physically created by virtual data creates a situation, 

an experience that influences the physical world. Therefore it is important to have clear what 

citizens find interesting distraction in the existing environment. By knowing that, the design 

can adapt to what people want and therefore the effect of the design is to be guarantied. The 

stocktaking consists of questioning people in the city, by asking them two questions: 

 - Vind je de gebouwde omgeving te statisch, ja of nee? (English: Do you   

  think the urban environment is too static, yes or no?)

 - Wat vind jij leuk om door afgeleid te worden wanneer je in de stad    

  bent? En hoe zouden gebouwen op die afleiding kunnen inspelen?    

  (English: what would you find pleasant distraction when being in the   

  city? And how can buildings adapt to this distraction?)

At first it is important to know if people truly find the environment they live in to static. 

The question consists of two parts; one that let people think about what they find interesting in 

a static environment.  The second part let people think about the relation their interest has with 

the urban environment, in order to find how they think the environment can adapt to what they 

Social curiosity in the urban environment
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find pleasant. The answers are valued on a 1 to 5 scale, in three categories:

 - Relevance in relation to the built environment

 - Relevance in relation to the urban environment

 - Relevance in relation to the social aspect 

The three aspects that are valued most important in the three categories are:

 - Urban texts at unusual places

 - Distributing free goods or foods

 - Being surprised by an unusual happening that is usually not there.  

The survey proved that curiosity, social interaction, entertainment and happiness are what people 

attract to urban artefacts in order to be part of an experience, and that these are preferably 

triggered by the three aspects above. In order to find out if out if people really are affected 

by what they say they are affected by, a test is created. The test should prove whether people 

in the built and urban environment are attracted to urban texts and to surprising and unusual 

happenings. That is also the reason the text is places at the streets; within city centres there is 

plenty of text at eye-level, but on the street it is unusual and unexpected. The sheets are places 

between the C&A warehouse and the bicycle storage at the 18 septemberplein. At that time, 

that specific place was the most occupied and therefore the best to use in the test case. Three 
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Extrema Outdoor urban ticket box
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sheets are made, with the following text:

 - ? (To see what people would do when there is no further information at all) 

 - Draai mij niet om!!!! (Don’t turn me around, to see what people do when   

  they’re encouraged to don’t do something)

 - Draai mij om!!!! (Turn me around, to see what people do when they’re   

  encouraged to do something, without contextual information)

Results

Every sheet is exposed to the public for about 30 minutes, or approximately the same amount 

of people passing by. In 30 minutes about 200 pedestrians runs along the sheets. Of this 200 

pedestrians the following amount of people turned the sheets:

 - ?    = 14

 - Draai mij niet om!!!!  = 22

 - Draai mij om!!!!  = 29

However a large part of the people was not willing to answer further questions after turning the 

sheets, from the people who are willing to answer further questions a definite result is to be seen 

in the main reasons why they turned the sheets:

 - Curious of what is underneath 

 - Hoping to find ‘something’, a kind of reward for their effort

However it can not be the intention of people who turned the sheets, since they don’t know 

what to expect, but about 30 per cent of the people was out to ruin the clue to others by not 

turning the sheet back as requested at the back.  The most interesting observation is that the 

most people who turned the sheets, had to do that according to themselves, not only because 

they where looking for instant satisfaction, but otherwise they should have been questioning 

themselves the entire day what they missed by not turning. This goes for the design as well to 

keep users interested; giving them clues and answers, but not enough to fully understand it. 

This will make them think and return.  Besides that, the very few times people approached the 

Extrema Outdoor ticket box. 

Interaction is encouraged by tasks 

people have to fulfill in order to 

recieve free tickets. 

(image by Extrema Outdoor, 2014)



sheets at the same time, all of the times they started a very short conversation with the other 

persons. Because there is something unexpected, and the result is unexpected, people seem 

to be more likely to look for the answer together with others, even if that happens accidently.  

However all of the people were determined to approach the sheets, when asked about why 

they picked it up, a few of them felt embarrassed and ashamed, especially the elderly. This has 

to do with fact they are not part of the experience, but only passers-by. They felt exposed and 

afraid they did something they were not expected to. This makes very clear people have to 

feel save and invited to be part of an interaction; also when that interaction is part of the urban 

environment.

The distribution of free goods in combination with social aspects is practised by the Extrema 

Outdoor festival in combination with marketing company Exterion Media in the city centre of 

Eindhoven. By placing a box that could provide passers-by with free festival tickets, they wanted 

to promote the festival. As a side effect, the tasks people had to created a social community 

for a while. People had to gather a group of people to fulfil a task that presents them with free 

tickets. A couple of aspects are to be conclude after analysing this concept;

 - When providing people with free goods they are willing to seek actively   

  for interaction with others, even if they only have a not a precise idea of   

  what that free goods might consist of. 

 - When people have some information (the name Extrema Outdoor) they   

  go as far as pushing a button 1000 times without knowing the reward.  

 - People are willing to interact with objects they don’t know the purpose of. 

The same goes for the earlier mentioned Unnumbered Sparks; people interact with an object 

they don’t know, with a very uncertain goal. However, during the interaction process they find 

out what the goal is, besides only interacting having a social influence to the object and the 

people that surround them. 

Handing out free goods is hard to simulate. Therefore the help of ‘Opvallers’ was required. A 

company in Eindhoven that is specialized in promotion, and often do things like handing out 
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free goods. November the 7th 2014 they did so with Milka Chocolate. Because they were willing 

to help, the handing out of the chocolate has been observed for sometime, and people who 

stopped and who didn’t where asked to motivate their action. The most interesting observations:

 - People stop because

  o they think they’re presented with free goods

  o they are attracted by other people

 - People don’t stop because

  o they think accepting free goods is ‘silly’

  o they just don’t do things like that

  o they are in a hurry 

Conclusion

The design requirements following this urban tests and references are to be implemented in 

the design since it should create an experience and attract people by an certain amount of 

ambiguity. 

It is important to give people information, but just enough to make them break their urban 

habits, as to be seen in the tests. The final goal of this is not providing people with entertainment, 

but rather giving them a pleasant feeling; the feeling they are ‘rewarded’ for their curiosity to 

discover what was not there before. This whole idea was visualized by Therese Nilsson, to be 

Left: milka stand

Right: people stop at the Milka stand
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seen in figure. However she is right at some points, it is not complete. The social interaction to 

help each other solving clues is not involved. What was to be seen in the test; people are willing 

to help each other if there is something extraordinary happing. Also, the fact that these artefacts 

create a space is also forgotten. These both have a large impact; by leaving them out there is 

no social interaction in the urban area, which is part of the fun, and people are less bounded to 

the artefact since they don’t feel physically part of it. 
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“People generally see what they look for, and hear what they 
listen for.”

(Harper Lee, 1960)
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Mass is relative in this case. Using a perforated skin without strict boundaries makes it hard to 

speak of a mass. Mass is better to be seen as the element that makes space exist underneath, 

whilst the mass is captured inside the skin. The mass of Happiness project determines how 

people feel underneath; is it like standing under a rock or underneath a very light canopy? 

The difficulty with designing the Happiness project is the contradiction regarding mass that 

is to be established within the built environment: static versus dynamic and existing mass 

versus happiness project. The term Happiness project is the one that questions what should be 

added in the built environment as a contradiction (but still a addition) to the heavy and massive 

buildings out there. As an additional requirement the sentiment score is added that represents 

two different states: open and closed. This is translated into mass: lighter (open) and heavier 

(closed). This is to be seen in the different states. When opened the BLOB rests only at the hidden 

box as well as on two ‘L’ shaped supports that hardly touch the ground, but appears to be light 

since there is barely support needed to make it exist in that form. However, when closed with a 

lower sentiment score, the BLOB seems to need a lot of support, because a lot of the skin rests 

on the ground. Like a jelly pudding that collapses under its own weight, the skin is liquefied over 

the hidden box, collapsing under its own mass. Still the skin is translucent yet transparent at the 

holes, but the colour will change since underneath there is less space to occupy the Happiness 

project. Because of that transparency the BLOB gets a lighter appearance, and because of that 

the mass is effectively reduced. Mass in the Happiness project is the element that shapes the 

volume, without adding fictive weight. 

The happiness project consists of an advanced lighting system that has influence to the volume. 

The light that is distributed through the perforated skin creates an additional contemporary 

volume outside the object. As proved in previous research “Architectuur en Vrijheid; het belang 

van de ongedefinieerde ruimte” (Arjan Kalfsbeek, 2013) space can be defined by less strict 

boundaries like light or lines on a flat surface. However these elements become only a space 

as people are part of the light outside the object, it is essentially a space. Therefore, the glow 

outside adds an additional volume to the happiness project but only when occupied and in use 

by people. This use can differ, from using it as seating to a wall that is spreading light to make 

seeing possible. Because of the perforated skin the volume does not stop where the object 

ends, but occupies a much larger space. The defined volume (and defined space) is directly 

underneath the BLOBs skin, but the undefined volume (and therefore again the undefined 

Form, volumes and mass



Like a woman lifting her dress, 

Happiness project reveals its secrets by 

lifting up the skin to make the hidden 

box accessible.

(original image retrieved from 

TheGuardian, 2014)
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space) spreads out more. The volume of Happiness project is uncertain and undefined in line 

with the space of flow concept; it is only there when people decide it should be there, and only 

as big as needed at that specific moment. This makes a round and voluptuous shape without 

rigid boundaries the best choice: the uncertainty but friendliness that it spreads out. 

 Although the form can stay the same, the volume can change if hybrid space provides the 

input to change: either data or people part of the experience have the ability to do so. The only 

volume that is defined is the hidden box inside. Hidden inside a vague cloud-volume made of 

ambiguity, designed with the tools the virtual world provides. 

That ambiguity in volume affects the form. The form is not something that people expect to 

find on the street. Especially not when they see it will interact with them and it spreads a certain 

ambiguity. This is because the form is never fixed. This was the most important requirement: 

being a contradiction to the static built environment by interaction and flexibility. However 

people should understand (and they will understand, as concluded from the test results) the 

difference in form, they will never know what the form eventually will be. When is it perfect? 

What is the final destination of the form? Is it trying to get somewhere? That uncertainty is 

exhibited by the BLOB that is reshaped by data derived from the Twitter Sentiment Analyser. 

The BLOB displays an uncertain quest to a stable position. The best way to describe the change 

and impact of the entire object is to look at a woman lifting her skirt. It makes people curious, 

why does she do that? For what reason and what is the final goal? Despite you don’t know it will 

definitely get your attention. And after a moment the woman stops lifting her skirt, but curiosity 

is still there: how can you make her do it again? That is the same with both the Happiness 

project concept and the execution. The form when positive is lifting the skin (like lifting up a 

skirt) to reveal the hidden box inside, as a reward for the positive mood and encourage further 

interaction. When the form is closed and less inviting, you still can see the hidden box, so the 

curiosity is still there: how can I make the object reveal its secrets again, and give me access?



@BuildingTweet: it is to busy here!

Current sentiment score: 1.88

@BuildingTweet: chillin’ underneath 

@BuildingTweet: I don’t get how this works #oldfashoined  

 1.86
 1.83

Compose new tweet: @BuildingTweet: .......

@Abbigail: Is that your car? Very ugly
Greaaaaat weather; i love winter

@Kortebroek: It is way to cold for shorts, you idiot! 
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The hidden box inside is there to affects people in physical space and give them the ability to 

interact with the object, even though they are not using Twitter, or do not have the tools with 

them to use Twitter. The hidden box is also a ‘fixed’ and familiar object: since it does not change 

shape it gives people a point of recognition in relation to the static environment they are used 

to. Liked mentioned earlier, it is important to create an object in space that defines space in the 

way people are familiar with. 

It is this box in combination with the Twitter Sentiment Analyser that creates the hybrid space: 

interaction in a world in between virtual and physical space. Tests and observations showed that 

people are attracted to unexpected occurrences, which can provide them with happiness and 

entertainment. Preferably this happens by text and images that are placed at unusual spots and 

places in the city, and that is exactly what the hidden box provides them. 

The box is rectangular shaped, to have a clear orientation towards the two longest sides. This 

orientation is needed for two reasons:

 - To be able to create more interesting and intimate spaces underneath the   

  BLOB whilst maintaining a small footprint, to establish a connection    

  between the body of the users and the object. An object to large would ruin   

  this connection. 

 - To make people more curious, because they can not always see what is   

  happening at the hidden box

As a result of these demands, the hidden box only consists of displays at two sides: these are 

the places texts appear and participants have the ability to interact in physical world with the 

virtual world.  

The displays have an adjustable brightness, in order to make the box visible even when the 

Happiness project is closed due to a lower sentiment score. When closed, the screens maintain 

active by visualizing Tweets (both text and images) and sentiment scores. By doing this, the box 

and its content are still visible through the perforated skin, although not clearly. Again, this is 

one of the elements to make people curious about what happens inside, even while the object 

is closed. 

Interaction (hidden box)

The image shows the routing around 

hte hidden box, in both open and 

closed state. 

The interface of the hidden box 

consists of an on-screen keyboard, to 

let people interact directly



Shaped shrinks when the sentiment 
score is lower compared with the 

previous analysis and the other way 
around. The shape will never double the 

height of a person, in order to maintain a 
relation between the object and the human 

body.

Green: places is occupied with 
people; interaction is guaranteed

Red: very few people here; place to rest or to be 
part of the object on your own

Pulleys open or close the 
object. Slowly, in order to give 
people the abillity to adapt to 
the shape. 

The perforated skin makes it 
possible to see from a distance 

what colour the object is, and 
therefore what is going on under-

neath the object

The tangible skin makes it possible 
for people to sit against the object. 
Or, if you don’t like the shape; kick 
it, push it or Tweet to it in order to 
make it change!

Because the skin is perforated, and the hidden 
box made of powerful screens, the box is 
always to be seen, also when the object is 

closed. However, in that situation one can not 
see what exactly is going on. 

Hidden box consists of screen that display real-time 
Tweets of that specific region. People have also the 

possibility to directly interact
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The happiness project changes shape according to the sentiment score of the specific part of 

the city, analyzed by the Twitter Sentiment Analyzer on behave of a given location-query. When 

the score is positive, citizens will get access to the hidden core; a box consisting of screens 

and panels that make the virtual data visible. This is to be seen as a reward for their positive 

behaviour. Because of the hidden box, people will be able to see what influence the shape, and 

can read what happens in the city at another level than they are at that moment. Because that 

is possible, a space is created that was not there before: hybrid space, combining both virtual 

and physical at one place. In order to have an immediate influence, citizens are able to directly 

interact with the shape through the screen at the hidden box. They also have the option to 

use their own tools to interact with the shape: mobile phones, tablets, smartphones etcetera. 

This can also be done from another location that the Happiness project is: by sending direct 

Tweets to the Twitter account connected to the specific object (@BuildingTweet), the project 

is to be influenced from other locations. However, as a contrast to the positive reward, when 

the sentiment score becomes negative (compared with the previous sentiment score analysis) 

the object closes and the hidden box becomes almost impossible to reach and interact with. 

However, it will still show Tweets, and because of the perforated skin, these Tweets are still 

visible from outside the object. By changing colours inside the BLOB is made visible at what part 

most people are at that specific moment, and where fewer people are: in order to create space 

for anybody. If interaction is desired with others, one should go to the more greener part. If a 

more silent space is required, one could go to the red part, since fewer people are there. These 

specific and different spaces are important; test showed people feel ashamed to interact at the 

street. Because the object never has a fixed shape, it can respond to the people present. The 

box is in contrast with the static built environment, and combines the virtual and physical world. 

Besides, by provide citizens with the aspects they find interesting when out there at the streets 

(hidden texts, unusual happenings and messages at unusual places) interaction is guaranteed. 

The object takes care of both very accurate city issues (static environment, lack of interest from 

citizens) and the interests’ citizens have.

Experience design and functionality 



+-=

Tweets are cleaned (hashtags, usernames, URL’s and punctuations 
are deleted) to make sure the Stanford database can give the most 
accurate sentiment score. 

Tweets are collected on behave of geo-location data; latitude, 
longitude and radius, and on behave of direct tweets from selected 
twitter accounts.

Also direct Tweets, that goes directly to 
a building are collected. These Tweets 
can either be sent by using smart-
phones at the location where the 
Happiness project is, or could be send 
from other locations.

Cleaned tweets are sent to the Standford NLP database and are 
analyzed, a sentiment score for each tweet between 0 and 4 is 
returned.  

The returned data from Stanford NLP used for calculation; an averge 
mood for the specific geo-location is calculated. The direct tweets 
are valued more; this in order to let people that surround the 
interactive objects give the ability to have a direct influence to the 
space of flows and the urban dynamics.   

Because the values are relative (they will never reach 0 or 4) the 
input is calculated as an percentage of the previous sentiment score. 
Because of that, a small difference in the score can have an very big 
influence to the specific space of flows at the specific square. The 
BLOB recieves either a positive or negative input, compared with 
the previous run or debug session. 

@#

NLP

Tweets collected from the hidden box 
interface are used as input, together 
with general tweets from the 
location-query and direct Tweets. 

The happiness project mirrors the sentiment score in 
shape and the amount of people present in colour. These 
combined create an unique experience that is never 
exactly the same.
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The difficulty when making an object like the Happiness project visible is that it never has the 

same form and experience, like stated before. This makes it even harder to visualize the project 

on paper: every image is a temporary state that maybe never exists. All the sections, plans and 

façade images are made in extremity. They show the most open and closed situation, whereby 

both the most space and the least space are made visual. Every situation in between these two 

extremities is possible, depending on the sentiment score as derived from the specific city part, 

the input delivered from citizens through either the hidden box or their own smartphone, and 

the amount of people present. Also one has to realize that combinations of shapes are also 

possible: an open ‘plan’ with a very closed façade, or the other way around. 

The images also show how people are part of the experience, depending on the state the 

Happiness project is in. Both the object as well as the people part of the experience are 

influenced by one another. Like said by Klaus Krippendorff: “an artefact does not exist without 

its perceiver”  (Krippendorff, 2005), and that is to be seen in the images. Because there are so 

many input parameters (where the perceiver is one of) that apply both space, perceivers, people 

interacting, the object itself and the urban area, it is difficult to visualize.



Perspective open 



Perspective closed 



Plan as the object is opened. Plenty 

of space for citizens to be part of the 

experience. Two L-shapes create the      

atmostphere inside, giving the option  

           to interact with the hidden box. 
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Plan as the object is closed. Barely 

space to become part for the users 

of the object and its experience, but 

still it is possible. It not only is another 

space on its own, it influences its 

surrounding spaces in a different way 

than when it is opened.



Side closed
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Side open
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Section closed width 
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Section closed length 
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Section open width 
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Section open length 
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Slow turning thread is able to adjust 
the height of the skin. When the 
sentiment score changes, the thread 
will make the hidden box visible or 
not.

The flexible EFTE (not the standard EFTE) is perforated. This in order 
to make te object transparant, but also to to give the skin an extra 
dimension of adjustment.

The perforated parts of the skin do not block the light, where the 
EFTE will block most of the light.

The holes in the EFTE are small enough to 
give people not the possibility to put their 
hands and arms through it. 
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The skin is both a conflicting large and minor part of the project; it is ‘only’ there as a medium 

to make data visual, but because of that it is the largest visible part. It should be obvious and 

intuitive for the users, inviting to touch and feel. The user should not feel like a spectator, but 

need to be part of the experience. The skin is the element that attracts people who do not have 

the knowledge in advance to understand what is going on there, what happens and what makes 

the object change, both in colour and shape. 

Because the object never has a fixed (of designed) form, the façades are anonymous in some 

way. And that is exactly what they should be: anonymous without own exposures, in order to 

serve the function, like slaves of that function. The façade is both a projection screen for the 

colours that map the presence of people underneath the object, as well as a medium to transfer 

mood into the physical world by changing shape and by influencing the space of flows and 

creating space. By showing the mood and presence of people, the façade should create an own 

identity. So, the result has to be a façade without an identity (own exposure) when there is no 

input, but when the input is there it should do more than only visualize. 

In the most ideal situation people should realize the shape of the façades they see at the specific 

moment they are passing by, is such a contemporary shape that it will only exist at that specific 

moment, and most likely never in the same way again.  As a logical consequence of this users 

are in a once-of-a-lifetime experience.  

There are more consequences of the flexible and continuous skin: the façades are at the same 

time the roof and the other way around. Even the outside is the inside and visa versa, depending 

on the sentiment score of the area.  This, combined with the perforated skin adds a difficulty 

to the object: people are likely to use the façades as monkey bars.  However the material can 

handle this, the issue with responsibility is what matters. If there goes something wrong, since 

the object is changing shape, or what the reason might be, how is responsible for that? As seen 

in the test, when something is possible but forbidden, people are as likely to do that forbidden 

thing, as doing it when it is encouraged. 

In order to give the Happiness project a solid appearance, it is important the skin is always 

smooth and slick. Wrinkles give the idea the object is weak and too flexible. Also, when there 

Skin (Façades)

Slow turning thread is able to adjust 
the height of the skin. When the 
sentiment score changes, the thread 
will make the hidden box visible or 
not.

The flexible EFTE (not the standard EFTE) is perforated. This in order 
to make te object transparant, but also to to give the skin an extra 
dimension of adjustment.

The perforated parts of the skin do not block the light, where the 
EFTE will block most of the light.

The holes in the EFTE are small enough to 
give people not the possibility to put their 
hands and arms through it. 



Slow turning thread is able to adjust 
the height of the skin. When the 
sentiment score changes, the thread 
will make the hidden box visible or 
not.

The flexible EFTE (not the standard EFTE) is perforated. This in order 
to make te object transparant, but also to to give the skin an extra 
dimension of adjustment.

The holes in the EFTE are small enough to 
give people not the possibility to put their 
hands and arms through it. 

Top view of slow turning thread.

Since the EFTE air chambers are all connected through small tubes, the skin has 
the ability to change colour on behave of the air colour. When pigment is added 
to the air, and circulation is activated, clouds of colour will wave over the skin. 
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is not enough tension on the skin, the weather (especially wind) will have the opportunity to 

influence shape of the object. If that happens, the influence of data is flattened, and therefore 

it is less likely the influence will be recognized by the participants of the experience. To keep 

pressure on the skin, to make sure it has stiffness without wrinkling when the shape changes, 

there are two options:

 - Making the entire object function like a balloon, to maintain the shape with   

  air pressure

 - Creating an inside structure that functions as a tent-frame, to keep tension on  

  the entire surface

   

The problem with both options is that they are not entirely suitable for a flexible shape, but a 

combination will do. The skin will be made of small air cushions that generate stiffness, but not 

enough to function as an entire construction. Therefore the skin is hanged on a construction 

inside. This makes that the upper part of the skin (above the hidden box) is supported by small 

ribs, and the lower part (below the hidden box) is hanged by ropes. Since these ropes are 

controllable, the skin can change.  Because of this construction, the only part of the Happiness 

project that is connected to the ground is the hidden box. The other parts of the façade only 

touch the ground but are not attached to it. 

The transparency and translucency of the skin is really important in order to create a contradiction 

with the built environment like people are used to. Also to make the hidden box visible even 

while the BLOB is in closed position, translucency is important. This is also where the lighting 

system is made for: making the hidden box extra visible when the BLOB is closed.



“Mobile phones transform urban circulation spaces into social 
plans both by enhancing communication among people who 
are close to each other in physical space and also by allowing 

communication in the hybrid space.”

(Silva, 2004)
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Day and night are different in many ways; the city is less active in hybrid space (and also in virtual 

and physical space) but also the appearance of the object is different. The activity of the entire 

world is both to be seen in the Twitter Sentiment Analyser and Tweetping. The Twitter Sentiment 

Analyser displays at night about 40% less Tweets. Tweetping shows a beautiful demarcation line 

between day and night. This line is caused by the lack of Tweets at places where it is night, and 

an astonishing immediate amount of real-time Tweets at places where dawn breaks. 

Since Tweets are the main input for Happiness project, the effect during the night will be less. 

However, there are always people who Tweet, so there will be input. Since the Twitter Analyser 

is programmed in a way to put the amount of Tweets in relation to Tweet value, the difference in 

city-data output used as input for Happiness project is to be neglected. The tiny difference there 

is between day and night will influence the experience. What will influence the experience are 

the people present. Less people will physically be part of Happiness Project at night (at least in 

Eindhoven) and therefore the experience in physical space will be different: the BLOB will react 

to input sooner. Because there is less input during the night, the input therefore becomes more 

important at that time. The lighting part of Happiness project, that provides information about 

the crowds present underneath the BLOB, stands out at night: changing colours at the middle 

of a square that react to where you are in relation to the object.   

However these lights are visible during daytime, the effect will be less compared with night 

time. Since that is quite obvious, the lights will be visible, but the experience will be different. 

Daylight gives the perforated BLOB an additional lighting element: because of the holes the skin 

filters light that influences the spaces underneath the BLOB. Some spaces will be overwhelmed 

with light, others will be darker because daylight can not get underneath the BLOB. However, 

these darker spaces are lightened by the built in lighting system to visualize people taking part 

of the experience. 

During the day the implementation of the city-data output is more important and the focus is 

attracting people with the aspects they find interesting in order to provide them with awareness 

of how their virtual behaviour influences the physical world.    

Day and night



“Giving the individual the ability to experiment with identity is 
an attractive feature of there worlds; participants may alter or 
hide their gender, personality or physical looks, a feature that 

seems to horrify and delight outsiders in equal measure.”

(Stephen Graham, 2004)
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This thesis proposes a framework to bridge the gap between virtual and physical worlds, 

whereby the static built environment is used as an architectural tool. The process focuses on the 

insertion of virtual data in a physical world, whereby interaction is used to gain awareness when 

it comes to making ‘invisible’ online behaviour visible and visualize the consequences of being 

invisible. In order to understand the connection between virtual data and the physical built 

environment, it is important to fully understand the discrepancy between those two and where 

this discrepancy occurs.  

Urban design should encourage people to interact with each other, but not only by making the 

other person visible again. Since looking on mobile displays is one of the major activities citizens 

preform while in the urban area, the other persons in physical space become less and less 

visible. They are still visible, but not physical. They are visible by the online message they spread 

throughout the web. Encouraging people to stop their online activities is not the right option: 

the right option is to be found in combining virtual and physical ‘worlds’ at specific locations and 

therefore creating hybrid space. In this hybrid space both people using their tools to be part of 

an online experience and people without these tools can be part of the same experience. The 

fact that people are more interested in what happens online is logical; the environment is too 

static, and therefore not very interesting to the most citizens. This static environment is based on 

elements we have known for centuries (consisting of ‘known’ information), which defines space 

in traditional ways: walls, ceilings and doors, that all have a fixed shape and static appearance. 

On one hand there is nothing wrong with that, but it just does not matches with our adaptive, 

flexible way of living, whereby we have the option to almost adjust everything the way we want. 

These static elements also create the same atmosphere at streets within one culture. The issue 

therefore does not only affects specific cities, but any city within the same culture. Designing 

without these elements is also not desired: people need them in order to find a balance between 

their own body and their surroundings. The traditional elements are guiding elements in how 

we navigate through buildings and urban areas, and therefore needed. However, a combination 

with elements that are not common and unknown, without having the same appearance always 

is ideal: on one hand the recognition and on the other hand elements that trigger curiosity by 

presenting people with the unknown. 

Besides being ‘anti-static’ design needs more to encourage people to interact. Keywords 



when it comes to establishing interaction in urban environments are: curiosity and ambiguity. 

It needs to consists of elements people find interesting when out there: surprising and unusual 

happenings, that gives them the opportunity to interact in a surrounding that has been made 

suitable for that specific interaction. Suitable because there is something embarrassing to stop 

and interact in public. Making people part of a hybrid space interaction needs also a kind of 

reward: people who change their plans expect to either getter information or to be presented 

with a kind of reward. 

The best way to do so is to make space visible as the space of flows intended: only being 

there when the need for the space is there. This space needs to be flexible, both in its function 

but more important: in its appearance at the streets. Flexible shapes that are a contradiction 

towards the static environment we live in, in order to conflict with all the known elements and 

present citizens with unknown information. This is to be done by using certain qualities, to 

create ambiguity that triggers curiosity. However it is difficult to consider need of space in a 

direct way, since nobody will directly ask for space they have never heard of, the need for virtual 

data to be made visible is there given the discrepancies between virtual and physical. This space 

is perfectly to be linked with the 

The use of city-data output in an urban environment is difficult, since not every citizen is 

preforming online in the same way. Therefore, there is a risk that some people are excluded from 

the hybrid space that is to be created. In order to prevent this form happening, the experience 

should provide the opportunity to have an equal contribution from both virtual and physical 

worlds. 

Using city-data output goes further than only using the data. Only using data to translate into 

a shape would not be a solution since the message is unclear, people do not clearly associates 

shape with mood. The data translation need to focus on creating an experience whereby the 

data creates an atmosphere that is only there with specific data output. Therefore a connection 

between data and experience is to be seen, almost without any foreknowledge. This is even 

clearer when data is not used on its own, but in relation to other data. City-data output is not 

relevant when data of the whole city is collected, analysed and used as input, since people have 

no reference to compare with. Therefor it is better to create smaller ‘packages’ of data and 
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to make them comparable: by using them to create more hybrid spaces throughout one city. 

Citizens moving through the city can see the difference from square to square, and will therefore 

be able to link those shapes in relation to mood. This gives the data context, and that is what 

makes data understandable in an urban area. 

Future urban design should focus more on creating an experience rather than on creating 

spaces. Words as ambiguity, curiosity and ‘unknown’ information are the key to be incorporated 

into experience design. This does not mean urban spaces do not have to be created, but in 

different way than we are used to. This can be established by focussing more on the process 

(like the Happiness project focuses on the data translation process) than on the design. People 

know what they want, or are willing to find out what they want, and should be able to use the 

given process to establish their own final experience design. This final experience design should 

be able to change within a specific time-span: a time-span that is as long as the experience 

is needed. Designing for a specified time-span will only suite needs for a very short period. 

Like stated, this has entire process to happen within certain boundaries, but these boundaries 

are to be defined by the designer. When this process is applied to the urban environment, 

and adaptive space, squares and even buildings are to be controlled by the current user of 

that experience, and the optimal experience is created. An optimal experience for the specific 

user, audience, crowd or whatsoever, for the desired time: an open-source space whereby both 

contribution in virtual and physical manner, and the space becomes controllable by changing 

parameters and computer codes.    



“There are no solutions here, or even answers, just lots of 
questions, thoughts, ideas and possibilities, all expressed 
through the language of design. They probe our beliefs 

and values, challenge our assumptions and encourage us to 
imagine how what we call ‘reality’ could be different. They help 

us see that the way things are now is just one possibility, and 
not necessarily the best one.” 

(Anthony Dunne & Fiona Raby, 2011)
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The design that follows as a result of this research is just one solution, which is very important 

mention. The process (or workflow) that is designed is more important than a final product, like 

Anthony Dunne & Fiona Raby stated: ”the way things are now is just one possibility, and not 

necessarily the best one.” (Anthony Dunne & Fiona Raby, 2011) Therefore, it would be interesting 

to see what other processes using this workflow can yield. Using the Twitter Sentiment Analyser 

in other contexts can yield very different designs that influences people’s city experience in 

different ways. The fact the object designed as a result of the research is just one possible 

solution has to do with the computer programming that is involved. Changing the JAVA and 

C++ codes yield different objects, different spaces, different influences to citizens: what clearly 

shows architecture is more than creating and shaping spaces nowadays. 

The goals set at the start of the research have been mostly fulfilled, although the scope of the 

entire ‘social media’ has been narrowed down to only the use of Twitter. Using more social 

networks was simply too difficult, both to analyse and to implement in urban designs. This 

had mainly to do with the use of software that had to be made especially for this project, 

and therefore building multiple social media analysers was needed. Understanding only one 

medium (Twitter) and being able to build use an analyser took already enormous amounts of 

time.In relation to existing designs and concepts Happiness project is a step further, seen both 

theoretical and practical: existing data is used and made visible where al the other project 

create data especially for interaction. However that is easier to develop since it is possible to 

influence data the way that is most optimal for the design, using ‘real’ data mirrors the city and 

will have more influence to people when it comes to understanding data impact in general, and 

creating awareness. Happiness project is the first where city-data creates spaces on behave what 

we do in a partly invisible virtual world, without the need of citizens to specifically deliver data 

to the project. 

The initial idea to develop an interactive object without any location involved proved to be 

wrong. Designing for multiple locations is definitely possible, but involving a location in the 

design process is needed in order to know what incentives there are, combined with the demands 

of people. Like concluded earlier: designing for any location is impossible, therefore the final 

design is an implementation of the concept for specific chosen locations. The eventual process 

regarding the implementation of location-focussed design is the right one, in contradiction with 

the earlier ideas of not involving a specific location. 
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What2Think.java

1 package nl.arjan.kalfsbeek2;
2
3 import java.io.File;

17
18 public class What2Think {
19
20
21 public static void main(String[] args) {
22
23 // AvarageCalculator ac = new AvarageCalculator();
24 // System.out.println(ac.calculateAvarage((float )1.2, 

(float)3.7));
25
26 double lat = 51.43953;
27 double lon = 5.478043;
28 double res = 1.5;
29 String resUnit="km";
30 String name="Eindhoven";
31 Query locationquery = new Query();
32 locationquery.geoCode(new GeoLocation(lat,lon), res, 

resUnit);
33 locationquery.lang("en");
34 //locationquery.since("2014-10-20");
35
36 System.out.println(locationquery);
37
38 //String topic = "birthday";
39 ArrayList<String> tweets = 

TweetManager.getTweets(locationquery); 
40
41 if(tweets.size() != 0){
42
43 NLP.init();
44
45 try {
46
47 Date datumtijd = new Date();
48
49 //File tweetstextfile = new File(lat + lon + res + 

resUnit + datumtijd + ".txt");
50 File tweetscsvfile = new File("TweetData.csv");
51
52 //if(!tweetstextfile.exists()){

What2Think.java



What2Think.java

53 // tweetstextfile.createNewFile();
54 //} else {
55 //tweetstextfile.delete();
56 //}
57
58 //if(!tweetscsvfile.exists()){
59 // tweetscsvfile.createNewFile();
60 //} 
61 //else {
62 // tweetscsvfile.delete();
63 //}
64
65
66 //FileWriter fwt = new FileWriter(tweetstextfile, 

true);
67 //PrintWriter pwt = new PrintWriter(fwt);
68
69 //pwt.println(datumtijd);
70 //pwt.println(lat + ";" + lon + ";" + res + ";" + 

resUnit);
71 //pwt.println(lat + ";" + lon);
72
73 FileWriter fwc = new FileWriter(tweetscsvfile, 

true);
74 PrintWriter pwc = new PrintWriter(fwc);
75
76
77
78 @SuppressWarnings({ "rawtypes", "unchecked" })
79 ArrayList<Integer> scores = new ArrayList();
80
81 for(String tweet : tweets) {
82
83 System.out.println(tweet);
84
85
86 Extractor extr = new Extractor();
87
88 for(String url:extr.extractURLs(tweet)){
89 tweet = tweet.replaceAll(url, "");
90 }
91
92 for(String hashtag:extr.extractHashtags(tweet))

{



What2Think.java
92 for(String hashtag:extr.extractHashtags(tweet))

{
93 tweet = tweet.replaceAll(hashtag, "");
94 }
95
96 for(String 

username:extr.extractMentionedScreennames(tweet)){
97 tweet = tweet.replaceAll(username + " ", 

"");
98 tweet = tweet.replaceAll(username + ":", 

"");
99 }

100
101 tweet = tweet.replaceAll("#", "");
102 tweet = tweet.replaceAll(" RT ", " ");
103 tweet = tweet.replaceAll("RT ", " ");
104 tweet = tweet.replaceAll("@", "");
105 tweet = tweet.replaceAll("\"", "");
106 tweet = tweet.replaceAll(";", "");
107
108 System.out.println("Analyzing :" + tweet);
109
110 int sentiment = NLP.findSentiment(tweet);
111
112 //pwt.println(sentiment + " : " + tweet);
113 System.out.println(sentiment + " : " + tweet);
114 scores.add(sentiment);
115 }
116
117 double avaragecalulator = 0;
118
119 for(double mood:scores){
120 avaragecalulator = avaragecalulator + mood;
121 }
122
123
124 double avarage = ((float)avaragecalulator) / 

scores.size();
125
126     DecimalFormat df = new DecimalFormat("#####0.000");
127     DecimalFormat dflong = new 

DecimalFormat("#####0.000000");
128     DecimalFormatSymbols dfs = 

df.getDecimalFormatSymbols();



What2Think.java

129     dfs.setDecimalSeparator(',');
130     df.setDecimalFormatSymbols(dfs);
131     dflong.setDecimalFormatSymbols(dfs);
132     System.out.println(df.format(avarage));
133
134 System.out.println(avaragecalulator);
135 System.out.println(scores.size());
136 System.out.println(avarage);
137
138 double size = scores.size();
139 System.out.println("Total # of tweets: " + 

tweets.size());
140 System.out.println("Tweets in list: " + size);
141
142 //lat + lon + res + resUnit + datumtijd
143
144 pwc.println(df.format(avarage) + ";" + size + ";" + 

datumtijd + ";" + dflong.format(lat) + ";" + dflong.format(lon) + 
";" + df.format(res) + ";" + resUnit + ";" + name);

145
146 //fwt.close();
147 //pwt.close();
148 fwc.close();
149 pwc.close();
150
151 } 
152 catch (IOException e) {
153 e.printStackTrace();
154 }
155
156 } else {
157 System.out.println("Tweets list is empty");
158 }
159
160 }
161
162 }
163
164
165
166



TweetManager.java

1 package nl.arjan.kalfsbeek2;
2
3 import java.io.File;

17
18 public class TweetManager {
19 public static ArrayList<String> getTweets(Query query) {
20
21 Twitter twitter = new TwitterFactory().getInstance();
22 ArrayList<String> tweetList = new ArrayList<String>();
23 try {
24
25 Date datumtijd = new Date();
26
27 File tweetstextfile = new File(datumtijd + " 

tweets.csv");
28
29 if(!tweetstextfile.exists()){
30 tweetstextfile.createNewFile();
31 }
32
33 FileWriter fwt = new FileWriter(tweetstextfile, true);
34 PrintWriter pwt = new PrintWriter(fwt);
35
36 pwt.println(query.getGeocode());
37 pwt.println(query.getLang());
38 pwt.println();
39 pwt.println("Tweet;Date;User;Geolocation");
40
41 //Query query = new Query(topic);
42 QueryResult result;
43 do {
44 result = twitter.search(query);
45 List<Status> tweets = result.getTweets();
46 for (Status tweet : tweets) {
47
48 pwt.println();
49 pwt.print(tweet.getText() + ";");
50 pwt.print(tweet.getCreatedAt()  + ";");
51 pwt.print(tweet.getUser().getName() + ";");
52 if(tweet.getGeoLocation() != null){
53 pwt.print(tweet.getGeoLocation());
54 }
55

TweetManager



TweetManager.java

56 tweetList.add(tweet.getText());
57 }
58 } while ((query = result.nextQuery()) != null);
59
60 pwt.close();
61
62 } catch (TwitterException | IOException te) {
63 te.printStackTrace();
64 System.out.println("Failed to search tweets: " + 

te.getMessage());
65 }
66 return tweetList;
67 }
68 }
69



NLP.java

1 package nl.arjan.kalfsbeek2;
2
3 import edu.stanford.nlp.ling.CoreAnnotations;

10
11
12 public class NLP {
13     static StanfordCoreNLP pipeline;
14  
15     public static void init() {
16         pipeline = new StanfordCoreNLP("MyPropFile.properties");
17     }
18  
19     public static int findSentiment(String tweet) {
20  
21         int mainSentiment = 0;
22         if (tweet != null && tweet.length() > 0) {
23             int longest = 0;
24             Annotation annotation = pipeline.process(tweet);
25             for (CoreMap sentence : annotation
26                     .get(CoreAnnotations.SentencesAnnotation.class)) 

{
27                 Tree tree = sentence
28                         .get(SentimentCoreAnnotations.AnnotatedTree.

class);
29                 int sentiment = 

RNNCoreAnnotations.getPredictedClass(tree);
30                 String partText = sentence.toString();
31                 if (partText.length() > longest) {
32                     mainSentiment = sentiment;
33                     longest = partText.length();
34                 }
35  
36             }
37         }
38         return mainSentiment;
39     }
40 }
41

Stanford NLP





Vraag: Wat	  vind	  jij	  leuk	  om	  door	  afgeleid	  te	  worden	  wanneer	  je	  in	  de	  stad	  bent?	  (En	  hoe	  zouden	  gebouwen	  op	  die	  afleiding	  kunnen	  inspelen?)
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Categorie	   Emotie Voorkomende	  catergorien	   Aantal	  keer	   Voorkomende	  emoties	   Aantal	  keer	  
1 ja Een	  blik.	  Dat	  moment	  dat	  je	  blik	  met	  iemand	  anders	  kruist.	  Inderdaad	  even	  stop	  and	  stare,	  dat	  je	  daarna	  met	  je	  ogen	  knippert	  en	  denkt:	  what	  did	  just	  happen? 4 4 5 13 Sociale	  connectie Nieuwsgierigheid	   Sociale	  connectie	   Nieuwsgierigheid 15
2 je Iets	  tofs.	  Laatst	  een	  groepje	  studenten	  van	  het	  conservatorium	  die	  in	  klassieke	  opstelling	  (met	  een	  hobo	  en	  een	  cello	  en	  blazers)	  middenin	  de	  stad	  heel	  toffe	  jazzy	  muziek	  stonden	  te	  maken.	  Dat	  vind	  ik	  tof 2 4 5 11 Muziek Vermaakt	   Muziek Vermaakt	   17
3 ja Flasmobs 2 5 4 11 Het	  onverwachte Nieuwsgierigheid	   Het	  onverwachte	   Honger 1
4 nee Apart	  geklede	  mensen	  of	  dieren	   2 1 4 7 Het	  onverwachte Vermaakt	  	   Reclame Irritatie	   1
5 ja Bijzondere	  auto's,	  maar	  dat	  heeft	  niks	  met	  de	  omgeving	  te	  maken 1 1 1 3 Het	  onverwachte Vermaakt Geur Blijdschap	   10
6 ja Reclame	  die	  bestaat	  uit	  filmpjes,	  waarvoor	  je	  moet	  blijven	  staan	  om	  het	  te	  snappen.	  Het	  is	  wel	  fijn	  als	  je	  meteen	  iets	  met	  die	  reclame	  kan,	  dus	  direct	  naar	  de	  winkel	  in	  de	  buurt	  ofzo 2 5 1 8 Reclame Nieuwsgierigheid	   Anti-‐sociaal
7 ja Iets	  onverwachts,	  dat	  je	  ergens	  loopt	  en	  je	  verbazing	  gewekt	  wordt	  door	  iets	  wat	  normaal	  niet	  gebeurt.	   4 4 4 12 Het	  onverwachte Nieuwsgierigheid	   Gratis

Emoties	  
Entertainment	  

9 nee Als	  ik	  honger	  heb	  en	  de	  broodjeszaak	  ruikt	  heel	  lekker	  dan	  koop	  ik	  wel	  eens	  broodje	  omdat	  ik	  de	  geur	  niet	  kan	  weerstaan	  terwijl	  ik	  dat	  helemaal	  niet	  moet	  doen.	   4 4 1 9 Geur Honger
10 nee Irritante	  mensen	  die	  in	  de	  weg	  lopen 4 5 2 11 Anti-‐sociaal Irritatie
11 ja Iets	  wat	  eruit	  moet	  springen,	  wat	  opvalt	  en	  afwijkt	  van	  de	  rest,	  ook	  qua	  licht	  en	  geluid.	   3 1 3 7 Het	  onverwachte Nieuwsgierigheid	  

13 ja Bekende	  en	  kennissen	  maken	  dat	  ik	  afwijk	  van	  mijn	  routine.	  Die	  hebben	  wat	  te	  vertellen	  of	  interessants	  te	  melden.	  De	  omgeving	  speelt	  hierop	  in	  door	  een	  soort	  social	  ontmoetingsplek	  te	  zijn.	   4 5 5 14 Sociale	  connectie	   Vermaakt	  	  
14 ja Kroeg	  met	  gratis	  bier	  en	  lekkere	  meiden	   1 3 1 5 Gratis	   Vermaakt	  
15 ja Muziek	  en	  straatartiesten.	  Maakt	  niet	  uit	  waar	  die	  staan,	  is	  mooi	  en	  gezellig.	  	  	   1 1 4 6 Geluid Blijdschap
16 ja Iets	  met	  geluid/muziek	  of	  iets	  dat	  om	  te	  zien	  echt	  opvalt	  zou	  eventueel	  mijn	  aandacht	  trekken.	   2 2 2 6 Geluid Blijdschap
17 nee Grafitti	  dat	  op	  plekken	  aangebracht	  is	  waar	  dat	  niet	  zou	  kunnen.	  Het	  is	  anders	  en	  valt	  op.	  Dit	  geldt	  overigens	  ook	  voor	  etalages	  die	  er	  uitspringen,	  op	  wat	  voor	  een	  manier	  dan	  ook.	   5 3 1 9 Het	  onverwachte Vermaakt	  
18 nee Arnol	  kox 1 3 5 9 Sociale	  connectie	   Nieuwsgierigheid	  
19 nee Ik	  vind	  het	  vervelend	  om	  afgeleid	  te	  worden	  in	  de	  stad.	  Ik	  houd	  me	  allen	  bezig	  met	  de	  zaken	  waarvoor	  ik	  specifiek	  naar	  de	  stad	  kom.	   4 4 1 9 Anti-‐sociaal Doelgericht
20 ja Het	  is	  interessant	  te	  zien	  dat	  mensen	  andere	  mensen	  aantrekken,	  dat	  vind	  ik	  leuke	  afleiding;	  kijken	  waarom	  een	  grote	  groep	  mensen	  ergens	  stilstaat.	   4 4 5 13 Sociale	  connectie	   Vermaakt	  
21 nee Gratis	  producten	  om	  te	  proberen.	  Die	  je	  meteen	  kan	  gebruiken,	  drankjes	  of	  snacks	  ofzo.	   1 1 1 3 Gratis	   Nieuwsgierigheid	  
22 ja Ik	  vind	  alles	  interessant,	  zolang	  het	  maar	  niet	  gaat	  om	  het	  krijgen	  van	  geld.	  Wat	  ik	  specifieker	  leuk	  vind?	  Gebouwen	  die	  duidelijke	  open	  zijn	  om	  mensen	  te	  ontvangen,	  gewoon,	  om	  een	  fijne	  plek	  te	  creeren 5 4 5 14 Sociale	  connectie Blijdschap
23 ja Ik	  word	  graag	  afgeleid	  door	  mensen	  die	  een	  soort	  happiness	  verspreiden,	  voornamelijk	  door	  leuke	  dingen,	  wat	  dat	  ook	  is.	  Waar	  het	  is	  maakt	  mij	  eigenlijk	  ook	  niet	  uit.	   2 2 5 9 Sociale	  connectie	   Blijdschap	  
24 ja reclame	  (borden	  of	  mensen	  met	  zo'n	  proef	  dienblad	  ofzo)	  mij	  zeker	  kunnen	  overhalen	  om	  mijn	  plan	  te	  veranderen.	   2 2 4 8 Reclame	   Nieuwsgierigheid	  
25 nee Straatschilderingen,	  wat	  je	  veel	  op	  internet	  ziet,	  krijttekeningen.	  Vind	  het	  heel	  lelijkm	  maar	  het	  geeft	  je	  even	  een	  moment	  van	  verwarring	  en	  het	  idee	  dat	  je	  ergens	  anders	  bent.	   4 5 3 12 Het	  onverwachte	   Verwarring
26 ja!!!!! GLOW!	  Van	  mij	  mag	  dat	  het	  hele	  jaar	  zijn,	  en	  de	  relatie	  met	  de	  gebouwen	  lijkt	  me	  duidelijk;	  tis	  niet	  zo	  saai	  en	  grijs	  allemaal,	  en	  het	  beweegt	  in	  tegenstelling	  tot	  normaal 5 5 1 11 Het	  onverwachte	   Vermaakt
27

28 weet	  het	  niet Gratis	  drinken	  en	  leuke	  meiden	  die	  iets	  nodig	  hebben 2 2 5 9 Gratis	   Blijdschap	  
29 ja Iets	  met	  kleuren.	  En	  iets	  wat	  opvallend	  is,	  iets	  aparts	  wat	  je	  normaal	  niet	  ziet.	   3 3 1 7 Het	  onverwachte	   Vermaakt	  
30 ja Het	  ontbreken	  van	  mensen.	  Ik	  vind	  dat	  eng,	  dan	  is	  er	  iets	  aan	  de	  hand	  waardoor	  er	  niemand	  meer	  buiten	  wil	  zijn.	   3 4 5 12 Sociale	  connectie	   Angst
31 weet	  het	  niet Aanbiedingen.	  Gebouwen	  kunnen	  daarop	  inspelen	  door	  nog	  meer	  ruimte	  voor	  advertenties	  te	  gebruiken.	   4 2 1 7 Voordeel	   Nieuwsgierigheid	  

34 Ja	   Rooster	  op	  gebouwen	  die	  veranderen	  als	  je	  er	  langs	  loopt,	  waardoor	  je	  naar	  een	  soort	  film	  kijkt.	   4 3 1 8 Film	   Vermaakt	  
35 Nee Etalages,	  ik	  vind	  de	  creativiteit	  mooi,	  en	  daarnaast	  is	  het	  op	  sommige	  plekken	  in	  de	  stad	  ook	  het	  enige	  fatsoenlijke	  om	  naar	  te	  kijken.	   5 2 2 9 Creativiteit	   Vermaakt
36 ja Iets	  wat	  op	  dat	  moment	  je	  interesse	  wekt,	  kan	  vanalles	  zijn.	   2 2 3 7 Het	  onverwachte	   Nieuwsgierigheid	  

38 ja Gratis	  ticket	  boxen!	   2 2 5 9 Gratis	   Blijdschap	  

43 ja Openbare	  feesten	  waarvan	  je	  niet	  wist	  dat	  ze	  er	  waren.	  Lijkt	  me	  leuk	  als	  ik	  die	  weggestopt	  tussen	  een	  paar	  gebouwen	  tegenkom.	   5 3 5 13 Sociale	  connectie	   Vermaakt	  
44 nee Straatmuzikanten	  en	  dat	  soort	  levendigheden	   3 3 3 9 Geluid Vermaakt
45 nee,	  wel	  te	  saai	   Materialen	  die	  zicht	  duidelijk	  onderscheiden	  van	  de	  rest	  van	  de	  stad.	  Ik	  vind	  het	  mooi	  om	  de	  creattiviteit	  te	  zien,	  hoe	  klein	  ook,	  dat	  soms	  het	  verschil	  maakt	  in	  een	  straat 4 5 3 12 Materialen	   Nieuwsgierigheid	  
46 Ja Hidden	  messages	  and	  clues	   4 5 5 14 Het	  onverwachte Nieuwsgierigheid	  
47 Ja Ik	  zit	  het	  liefst	  op	  een	  bankje	  en	  kijk	  naar	  wat	  andere	  doen.	  Het	  is	  dat	  ik	  dat	  vaak	  doe,	  het	  is	  dus	  geen	  opwelling	  te	  doen 3 3 3 9
48 nee Ik	  ben	  eigenlijk	  alleen	  afgeleid	  als	  er	  mensen	  actief	  naar	  me	  toe	  komen.	  Alleen	  echt	  waarderen	  doe	  ik	  dat	  niet 2 2 3 7 Sociale	  connectie	   Irritatie
49 nee Ik	  hoef	  niet	  afgeleid	  te	  worden.	  Overdag	  zijn	  er	  interessante	  mensen,	  in	  de	  avond	  ook,	  en	  zelfs	  als	  ze	  er	  niet	  zijn	  zijn	  er	  heel	  veel	  lichtjes	  die	  de	  stad	  mooi	  maken 4 4 3 11 Sociale	  connectie	   Irritatie
50 ja Posters,	  afbeeldingen	  met	  tekst	  die	  me	  laten	  nadenken.	  Meestal	  hangen	  die	  op	  gebouwen,	  dus	  in	  dat	  opzicht	  heeft	  dat	  ermee	  te	  maken 4 3 5 12 Het	  onverwachte	   Vermaakt	  
51 weet	  niet Spelende	  kinderen 1 1 5 7 Sociale	  connectie Vermaakt	  
52 ja Door	  de	  geur	  van	  stroopwafels	   1 1 2 4 Geur Blijdschap
53 ja Poster	  en	  afbeeldingen.	  Dat	  trekt	  mij	  aan	  en	  dan	  ga	  ik	  pas	  kijken	  wat	  er	  eigenlijk	  op	  staat 4 1 1 6 Tekst	   Vermaakt	  
54 0
55 0
56 0

0

ja	  42 Entertainment Vermaakt

Geschrokken	  

Gratis	   Blijdschap	  41 ja 4 5 5

Sociale	  connectie	  

Nieuwsgierigheid	  

Stel	  er	  is	  een	  dansgroep	  of	  iets	  anders	  (muziek,	  kunst,	  entertainment	  van	  straatartiesten)	  kunnne	  gebouwen	  bijvoorbeeld	  op	  hun	  	  dingen	  geprojecteerd	  krijgen	  ofzo.	  Dat	  je	  bijvoorbeeld	  een	  stroming	  
creeert	  zodat	  je	  die	  lijnen	  volgt	  en	  dan	  daar	  uitkomt

5 3 3 11

Vermaakt	  	  

Het	  onverwachte	   Verrast	  

Het	  onverwachte Vermaakt	  

14

Blijdschap	  en	  
neerslachtigheid

Blijdschap

Nieuwsgierigheid	  

De	  box	  die	  Extema	  Outdoor	  in	  Eindhoven	  neer	  had	  gezet.	  Door	  1000	  keer	  op	  een	  knop	  te	  drukken	  kreeg	  je	  gratis	  kaartjes.	  Daar	  stop	  ik	  voor,	  ookal	  weet	  je	  niet	  wat	  er	  gaat	  gebeuren,	  het	  is	  anders	  en	  gratis.	  
Vind	  het	  daarnaast	  mooi	  dat	  je	  met	  de	  mensen	  gaat	  praten	  die	  er	  ook	  bij	  staan,	  waardoor	  je	  meteeen	  al	  vrienden	  hebt	  gemaakt	  voor	  het	  festival.	  

8

12
Iets	  laat	  mij	  alleen	  afwijken	  van	  mijn	  routine	  als	  iets	  interessant	  voor	  mij	  is.	  Aangezien	  ik	  niet	  gevoelig	  ben	  voor	  reclame	  en	  altijd	  recht	  op	  mijn	  doel	  af	  gaat	  is	  dat	  dus	  lastig	  haha.	  Maar	  waar	  ik	  door	  wordt	  
aangetrokken	  bij	  gebouwen	  bijvoorbeeld	  is	  contrast.	  Dus	  als	  er	  allemaal	  oude	  gebouwen	  staan	  met	  een	  heel	  modern	  gebouw	  ertussen	  dan	  trekt	  dat	  mijn	  aandacht.	  Dus	  afwijkingen	  vallen	  mij	  op	  en	  
interesseren	  mij.	  En	  beweging	  interesseert	  mij	  ook	  wel.

Het	  is	  niet	  leuk,	  maar	  wat	  mij	  afleidt	  zijn	  hulpverleners	  als	  er	  ergens	  iets	  aan	  de	  hand	  is.	  Als	  ik	  die	  zie	  wil	  je	  altijd	  gaan	  kijken,	  maar	  toch	  ook	  niet,	  toch	  ook	  wel,	  het	  is	  een	  soort	  dilemma	  dat	  niet	  alleen	  het	  
moment	  beinvloed	  maar	  ook	  de	  ruimte	  waarin	  het	  gebeurt.	  Een	  plein	  gedraagt	  zich	  anders	  als	  er	  iemand	  dood	  aan	  het	  gaan	  is.	  Daarnaast,	  ik	  denk	  er	  nog	  vaak	  aan	  terug,	  het	  houdt	  je	  bezig.	  Is	  toch	  een	  
soort	  band	  die	  je	  hebt	  met	  iemand	  die	  je	  niet	  kent.	  

ja

37

40
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33
Nou	  wat	  sowieso	  is	  dat	  als	  je	  vrolijk	  bent	  alles	  vrolijker	  lijkt	  en	  als	  je	  saggo	  bent	  alles	  saggo	  lijkt,	  weet	  niet	  of	  je	  dat	  met	  technologie	  of	  gebouwen	  of	  iets	  nog	  moet	  versterken.	  Zou	  het	  niet	  relaxt	  vinden	  als	  
ik	  heel	  chagrijnig	  ben	  dat	  dat	  versterkt	  wordt	  maar	  zou	  het	  ook	  a-‐relaxt	  vinden	  alles	  om	  mee	  heen	  dan	  onnatuurlijk	  vrolijk	  is.

nee	  

Jouw	  idee	  klinkt	  heel	  interessant,	  ik	  zou	  willen	  dat	  de	  stad	  wat	  deed	  met	  hoe	  ik	  me	  voel.	  Al	  is	  het	  alleen	  maar	  een	  soort	  begrip.	  Ik	  vind	  het	  zelf	  altijd	  leuk	  om	  mensen	  bezig	  te	  zien	  met	  niet	  techniek	  
gerelateerde	  dingen.	  Het	  is	  mooi	  om	  te	  zien	  dat	  een	  groep	  jongens	  op	  een	  plein,	  met	  skateboard	  of	  voetbal	  zich	  kan	  vermaken.	  	  

ja39

Muziek,	  mits	  het	  een	  beetje	  niveau	  heeft	  en	  het	  mij	  aanspreekt.	  Ik	  weet	  niet	  of	  het	  bewust	  is,	  maar	  in	  Utrecht	  valt	  me	  op	  dat	  ze	  altijd	  op	  een	  plek	  zitten	  die	  qua	  geluid	  goed	  lijkt,	  en	  niet	  eens	  zozeer	  waar	  
veel	  mensen	  komen.	  

3

Vind	  je	  de	  omgeving	  te	  
statisch?	  (ja	  of	  nee)

ja

ja

Volgens	  mij	  is	  alles	  waar	  ik	  ooit	  voor	  stil	  ben	  blijven	  staan,	  iets	  wat	  er	  normaal	  niet	  is.	  Ik	  stop	  dan	  ook	  maar	  1	  keer,	  als	  ik	  iets	  gezien	  heb	  is	  het	  wel	  klaar.	  Verbouwingen	  vind	  ik	  leuk,	  hoe	  een	  plek	  van	  niks	  
naar	  een	  gebouw	  gaat.	  

ja

Als	  ik	  dan	  het	  septemberplein	  als	  voorbeeld	  neem,	  dan	  valt	  het	  me	  altijd	  op	  of	  er	  wel	  of	  niet	  markt	  is,	  of	  die	  brug	  voor	  een	  marathon	  er	  wel	  of	  niet	  staat,	  er	  lichten	  zijn	  opgehangen	  etc.	  Ik	  denk	  dat	  als	  
gebouwen	  van	  vorm,	  kleur	  of	  footprint	  kunnen	  veranderen	  en	  deze	  verandering	  vind	  niet	  zo	  vaak	  plaats	  dat	  het	  niet	  meer	  interresant	  is	  dat	  ik	  er	  dan	  wel	  mijn	  aandacht	  op	  richt.	  Verder	  zou	  het	  mij	  laten	  
afwijken	  als	  het	  de	  kortste	  looproute	  verstoort,	  maar	  dan	  moet	  het	  wel	  iets	  leuks	  zijn,	  anders	  ergert	  het	  alleen	  maar.

11155
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5

Tekst	  op	  plekken	  waar	  je	  het	  niet	  verwacht,	  en	  waar	  het	  niet	  hoort,	  een	  soort	  van	  geheime	  boodschap	  in	  de	  stad.	  Het	  mooist	  is	  het	  als	  je	  het	  aantrefd	  op	  plekken	  die	  heel	  erg	  in	  het	  zicht	  liggen,	  maar	  waar	  
niet	  iedereen	  het	  ziet.	  Het	  allermooist	  is	  als	  je	  een	  band	  voelt	  met	  de	  boodschap	  of	  degene	  die	  hem	  achtergelaten	  heeft.	  Het	  is	  een	  verrassing,	  een	  teken	  dat	  die	  plek	  ooit	  iets	  voor	  iemand	  betekende.	  

5 5 5 15

Het	  onverwachte

Het	  onverwachte

Geluid

Emoties	  

Sociale	  connectie	  

Vraag: Wat	  vind	  jij	  leuk	  om	  door	  afgeleid	  te	  worden	  wanneer	  je	  in	  de	  stad	  bent?	  (En	  hoe	  zouden	  gebouwen	  op	  die	  afleiding	  kunnen	  inspelen?)
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Categorie	   Emotie Voorkomende	  catergorien	   Aantal	  keer	   Voorkomende	  emoties	   Aantal	  keer	  
1 ja Een	  blik.	  Dat	  moment	  dat	  je	  blik	  met	  iemand	  anders	  kruist.	  Inderdaad	  even	  stop	  and	  stare,	  dat	  je	  daarna	  met	  je	  ogen	  knippert	  en	  denkt:	  what	  did	  just	  happen? 4 4 5 13 Sociale	  connectie Nieuwsgierigheid	   Sociale	  connectie	   Nieuwsgierigheid 15
2 je Iets	  tofs.	  Laatst	  een	  groepje	  studenten	  van	  het	  conservatorium	  die	  in	  klassieke	  opstelling	  (met	  een	  hobo	  en	  een	  cello	  en	  blazers)	  middenin	  de	  stad	  heel	  toffe	  jazzy	  muziek	  stonden	  te	  maken.	  Dat	  vind	  ik	  tof 2 4 5 11 Muziek Vermaakt	   Muziek Vermaakt	   17
3 ja Flasmobs 2 5 4 11 Het	  onverwachte Nieuwsgierigheid	   Het	  onverwachte	   Honger 1
4 nee Apart	  geklede	  mensen	  of	  dieren	   2 1 4 7 Het	  onverwachte Vermaakt	  	   Reclame Irritatie	   1
5 ja Bijzondere	  auto's,	  maar	  dat	  heeft	  niks	  met	  de	  omgeving	  te	  maken 1 1 1 3 Het	  onverwachte Vermaakt Geur Blijdschap	   10
6 ja Reclame	  die	  bestaat	  uit	  filmpjes,	  waarvoor	  je	  moet	  blijven	  staan	  om	  het	  te	  snappen.	  Het	  is	  wel	  fijn	  als	  je	  meteen	  iets	  met	  die	  reclame	  kan,	  dus	  direct	  naar	  de	  winkel	  in	  de	  buurt	  ofzo 2 5 1 8 Reclame Nieuwsgierigheid	   Anti-‐sociaal
7 ja Iets	  onverwachts,	  dat	  je	  ergens	  loopt	  en	  je	  verbazing	  gewekt	  wordt	  door	  iets	  wat	  normaal	  niet	  gebeurt.	   4 4 4 12 Het	  onverwachte Nieuwsgierigheid	   Gratis

Emoties	  
Entertainment	  

9 nee Als	  ik	  honger	  heb	  en	  de	  broodjeszaak	  ruikt	  heel	  lekker	  dan	  koop	  ik	  wel	  eens	  broodje	  omdat	  ik	  de	  geur	  niet	  kan	  weerstaan	  terwijl	  ik	  dat	  helemaal	  niet	  moet	  doen.	   4 4 1 9 Geur Honger
10 nee Irritante	  mensen	  die	  in	  de	  weg	  lopen 4 5 2 11 Anti-‐sociaal Irritatie
11 ja Iets	  wat	  eruit	  moet	  springen,	  wat	  opvalt	  en	  afwijkt	  van	  de	  rest,	  ook	  qua	  licht	  en	  geluid.	   3 1 3 7 Het	  onverwachte Nieuwsgierigheid	  

13 ja Bekende	  en	  kennissen	  maken	  dat	  ik	  afwijk	  van	  mijn	  routine.	  Die	  hebben	  wat	  te	  vertellen	  of	  interessants	  te	  melden.	  De	  omgeving	  speelt	  hierop	  in	  door	  een	  soort	  social	  ontmoetingsplek	  te	  zijn.	   4 5 5 14 Sociale	  connectie	   Vermaakt	  	  
14 ja Kroeg	  met	  gratis	  bier	  en	  lekkere	  meiden	   1 3 1 5 Gratis	   Vermaakt	  
15 ja Muziek	  en	  straatartiesten.	  Maakt	  niet	  uit	  waar	  die	  staan,	  is	  mooi	  en	  gezellig.	  	  	   1 1 4 6 Geluid Blijdschap
16 ja Iets	  met	  geluid/muziek	  of	  iets	  dat	  om	  te	  zien	  echt	  opvalt	  zou	  eventueel	  mijn	  aandacht	  trekken.	   2 2 2 6 Geluid Blijdschap
17 nee Grafitti	  dat	  op	  plekken	  aangebracht	  is	  waar	  dat	  niet	  zou	  kunnen.	  Het	  is	  anders	  en	  valt	  op.	  Dit	  geldt	  overigens	  ook	  voor	  etalages	  die	  er	  uitspringen,	  op	  wat	  voor	  een	  manier	  dan	  ook.	   5 3 1 9 Het	  onverwachte Vermaakt	  
18 nee Arnol	  kox 1 3 5 9 Sociale	  connectie	   Nieuwsgierigheid	  
19 nee Ik	  vind	  het	  vervelend	  om	  afgeleid	  te	  worden	  in	  de	  stad.	  Ik	  houd	  me	  allen	  bezig	  met	  de	  zaken	  waarvoor	  ik	  specifiek	  naar	  de	  stad	  kom.	   4 4 1 9 Anti-‐sociaal Doelgericht
20 ja Het	  is	  interessant	  te	  zien	  dat	  mensen	  andere	  mensen	  aantrekken,	  dat	  vind	  ik	  leuke	  afleiding;	  kijken	  waarom	  een	  grote	  groep	  mensen	  ergens	  stilstaat.	   4 4 5 13 Sociale	  connectie	   Vermaakt	  
21 nee Gratis	  producten	  om	  te	  proberen.	  Die	  je	  meteen	  kan	  gebruiken,	  drankjes	  of	  snacks	  ofzo.	   1 1 1 3 Gratis	   Nieuwsgierigheid	  
22 ja Ik	  vind	  alles	  interessant,	  zolang	  het	  maar	  niet	  gaat	  om	  het	  krijgen	  van	  geld.	  Wat	  ik	  specifieker	  leuk	  vind?	  Gebouwen	  die	  duidelijke	  open	  zijn	  om	  mensen	  te	  ontvangen,	  gewoon,	  om	  een	  fijne	  plek	  te	  creeren 5 4 5 14 Sociale	  connectie Blijdschap
23 ja Ik	  word	  graag	  afgeleid	  door	  mensen	  die	  een	  soort	  happiness	  verspreiden,	  voornamelijk	  door	  leuke	  dingen,	  wat	  dat	  ook	  is.	  Waar	  het	  is	  maakt	  mij	  eigenlijk	  ook	  niet	  uit.	   2 2 5 9 Sociale	  connectie	   Blijdschap	  
24 ja reclame	  (borden	  of	  mensen	  met	  zo'n	  proef	  dienblad	  ofzo)	  mij	  zeker	  kunnen	  overhalen	  om	  mijn	  plan	  te	  veranderen.	   2 2 4 8 Reclame	   Nieuwsgierigheid	  
25 nee Straatschilderingen,	  wat	  je	  veel	  op	  internet	  ziet,	  krijttekeningen.	  Vind	  het	  heel	  lelijkm	  maar	  het	  geeft	  je	  even	  een	  moment	  van	  verwarring	  en	  het	  idee	  dat	  je	  ergens	  anders	  bent.	   4 5 3 12 Het	  onverwachte	   Verwarring
26 ja!!!!! GLOW!	  Van	  mij	  mag	  dat	  het	  hele	  jaar	  zijn,	  en	  de	  relatie	  met	  de	  gebouwen	  lijkt	  me	  duidelijk;	  tis	  niet	  zo	  saai	  en	  grijs	  allemaal,	  en	  het	  beweegt	  in	  tegenstelling	  tot	  normaal 5 5 1 11 Het	  onverwachte	   Vermaakt
27

28 weet	  het	  niet Gratis	  drinken	  en	  leuke	  meiden	  die	  iets	  nodig	  hebben 2 2 5 9 Gratis	   Blijdschap	  
29 ja Iets	  met	  kleuren.	  En	  iets	  wat	  opvallend	  is,	  iets	  aparts	  wat	  je	  normaal	  niet	  ziet.	   3 3 1 7 Het	  onverwachte	   Vermaakt	  
30 ja Het	  ontbreken	  van	  mensen.	  Ik	  vind	  dat	  eng,	  dan	  is	  er	  iets	  aan	  de	  hand	  waardoor	  er	  niemand	  meer	  buiten	  wil	  zijn.	   3 4 5 12 Sociale	  connectie	   Angst
31 weet	  het	  niet Aanbiedingen.	  Gebouwen	  kunnen	  daarop	  inspelen	  door	  nog	  meer	  ruimte	  voor	  advertenties	  te	  gebruiken.	   4 2 1 7 Voordeel	   Nieuwsgierigheid	  

34 Ja	   Rooster	  op	  gebouwen	  die	  veranderen	  als	  je	  er	  langs	  loopt,	  waardoor	  je	  naar	  een	  soort	  film	  kijkt.	   4 3 1 8 Film	   Vermaakt	  
35 Nee Etalages,	  ik	  vind	  de	  creativiteit	  mooi,	  en	  daarnaast	  is	  het	  op	  sommige	  plekken	  in	  de	  stad	  ook	  het	  enige	  fatsoenlijke	  om	  naar	  te	  kijken.	   5 2 2 9 Creativiteit	   Vermaakt
36 ja Iets	  wat	  op	  dat	  moment	  je	  interesse	  wekt,	  kan	  vanalles	  zijn.	   2 2 3 7 Het	  onverwachte	   Nieuwsgierigheid	  

38 ja Gratis	  ticket	  boxen!	   2 2 5 9 Gratis	   Blijdschap	  

43 ja Openbare	  feesten	  waarvan	  je	  niet	  wist	  dat	  ze	  er	  waren.	  Lijkt	  me	  leuk	  als	  ik	  die	  weggestopt	  tussen	  een	  paar	  gebouwen	  tegenkom.	   5 3 5 13 Sociale	  connectie	   Vermaakt	  
44 nee Straatmuzikanten	  en	  dat	  soort	  levendigheden	   3 3 3 9 Geluid Vermaakt
45 nee,	  wel	  te	  saai	   Materialen	  die	  zicht	  duidelijk	  onderscheiden	  van	  de	  rest	  van	  de	  stad.	  Ik	  vind	  het	  mooi	  om	  de	  creattiviteit	  te	  zien,	  hoe	  klein	  ook,	  dat	  soms	  het	  verschil	  maakt	  in	  een	  straat 4 5 3 12 Materialen	   Nieuwsgierigheid	  
46 Ja Hidden	  messages	  and	  clues	   4 5 5 14 Het	  onverwachte Nieuwsgierigheid	  
47 Ja Ik	  zit	  het	  liefst	  op	  een	  bankje	  en	  kijk	  naar	  wat	  andere	  doen.	  Het	  is	  dat	  ik	  dat	  vaak	  doe,	  het	  is	  dus	  geen	  opwelling	  te	  doen 3 3 3 9
48 nee Ik	  ben	  eigenlijk	  alleen	  afgeleid	  als	  er	  mensen	  actief	  naar	  me	  toe	  komen.	  Alleen	  echt	  waarderen	  doe	  ik	  dat	  niet 2 2 3 7 Sociale	  connectie	   Irritatie
49 nee Ik	  hoef	  niet	  afgeleid	  te	  worden.	  Overdag	  zijn	  er	  interessante	  mensen,	  in	  de	  avond	  ook,	  en	  zelfs	  als	  ze	  er	  niet	  zijn	  zijn	  er	  heel	  veel	  lichtjes	  die	  de	  stad	  mooi	  maken 4 4 3 11 Sociale	  connectie	   Irritatie
50 ja Posters,	  afbeeldingen	  met	  tekst	  die	  me	  laten	  nadenken.	  Meestal	  hangen	  die	  op	  gebouwen,	  dus	  in	  dat	  opzicht	  heeft	  dat	  ermee	  te	  maken 4 3 5 12 Het	  onverwachte	   Vermaakt	  
51 weet	  niet Spelende	  kinderen 1 1 5 7 Sociale	  connectie Vermaakt	  
52 ja Door	  de	  geur	  van	  stroopwafels	   1 1 2 4 Geur Blijdschap
53 ja Poster	  en	  afbeeldingen.	  Dat	  trekt	  mij	  aan	  en	  dan	  ga	  ik	  pas	  kijken	  wat	  er	  eigenlijk	  op	  staat 4 1 1 6 Tekst	   Vermaakt	  
54 0
55 0
56 0

0

ja	  42 Entertainment Vermaakt

Geschrokken	  

Gratis	   Blijdschap	  41 ja 4 5 5

Sociale	  connectie	  

Nieuwsgierigheid	  

Stel	  er	  is	  een	  dansgroep	  of	  iets	  anders	  (muziek,	  kunst,	  entertainment	  van	  straatartiesten)	  kunnne	  gebouwen	  bijvoorbeeld	  op	  hun	  	  dingen	  geprojecteerd	  krijgen	  ofzo.	  Dat	  je	  bijvoorbeeld	  een	  stroming	  
creeert	  zodat	  je	  die	  lijnen	  volgt	  en	  dan	  daar	  uitkomt

5 3 3 11

Vermaakt	  	  

Het	  onverwachte	   Verrast	  

Het	  onverwachte Vermaakt	  

14

Blijdschap	  en	  
neerslachtigheid

Blijdschap

Nieuwsgierigheid	  

De	  box	  die	  Extema	  Outdoor	  in	  Eindhoven	  neer	  had	  gezet.	  Door	  1000	  keer	  op	  een	  knop	  te	  drukken	  kreeg	  je	  gratis	  kaartjes.	  Daar	  stop	  ik	  voor,	  ookal	  weet	  je	  niet	  wat	  er	  gaat	  gebeuren,	  het	  is	  anders	  en	  gratis.	  
Vind	  het	  daarnaast	  mooi	  dat	  je	  met	  de	  mensen	  gaat	  praten	  die	  er	  ook	  bij	  staan,	  waardoor	  je	  meteeen	  al	  vrienden	  hebt	  gemaakt	  voor	  het	  festival.	  

8

12
Iets	  laat	  mij	  alleen	  afwijken	  van	  mijn	  routine	  als	  iets	  interessant	  voor	  mij	  is.	  Aangezien	  ik	  niet	  gevoelig	  ben	  voor	  reclame	  en	  altijd	  recht	  op	  mijn	  doel	  af	  gaat	  is	  dat	  dus	  lastig	  haha.	  Maar	  waar	  ik	  door	  wordt	  
aangetrokken	  bij	  gebouwen	  bijvoorbeeld	  is	  contrast.	  Dus	  als	  er	  allemaal	  oude	  gebouwen	  staan	  met	  een	  heel	  modern	  gebouw	  ertussen	  dan	  trekt	  dat	  mijn	  aandacht.	  Dus	  afwijkingen	  vallen	  mij	  op	  en	  
interesseren	  mij.	  En	  beweging	  interesseert	  mij	  ook	  wel.

Het	  is	  niet	  leuk,	  maar	  wat	  mij	  afleidt	  zijn	  hulpverleners	  als	  er	  ergens	  iets	  aan	  de	  hand	  is.	  Als	  ik	  die	  zie	  wil	  je	  altijd	  gaan	  kijken,	  maar	  toch	  ook	  niet,	  toch	  ook	  wel,	  het	  is	  een	  soort	  dilemma	  dat	  niet	  alleen	  het	  
moment	  beinvloed	  maar	  ook	  de	  ruimte	  waarin	  het	  gebeurt.	  Een	  plein	  gedraagt	  zich	  anders	  als	  er	  iemand	  dood	  aan	  het	  gaan	  is.	  Daarnaast,	  ik	  denk	  er	  nog	  vaak	  aan	  terug,	  het	  houdt	  je	  bezig.	  Is	  toch	  een	  
soort	  band	  die	  je	  hebt	  met	  iemand	  die	  je	  niet	  kent.	  

ja

37

40

ja32

ja

33
Nou	  wat	  sowieso	  is	  dat	  als	  je	  vrolijk	  bent	  alles	  vrolijker	  lijkt	  en	  als	  je	  saggo	  bent	  alles	  saggo	  lijkt,	  weet	  niet	  of	  je	  dat	  met	  technologie	  of	  gebouwen	  of	  iets	  nog	  moet	  versterken.	  Zou	  het	  niet	  relaxt	  vinden	  als	  
ik	  heel	  chagrijnig	  ben	  dat	  dat	  versterkt	  wordt	  maar	  zou	  het	  ook	  a-‐relaxt	  vinden	  alles	  om	  mee	  heen	  dan	  onnatuurlijk	  vrolijk	  is.

nee	  

Jouw	  idee	  klinkt	  heel	  interessant,	  ik	  zou	  willen	  dat	  de	  stad	  wat	  deed	  met	  hoe	  ik	  me	  voel.	  Al	  is	  het	  alleen	  maar	  een	  soort	  begrip.	  Ik	  vind	  het	  zelf	  altijd	  leuk	  om	  mensen	  bezig	  te	  zien	  met	  niet	  techniek	  
gerelateerde	  dingen.	  Het	  is	  mooi	  om	  te	  zien	  dat	  een	  groep	  jongens	  op	  een	  plein,	  met	  skateboard	  of	  voetbal	  zich	  kan	  vermaken.	  	  

ja39

Muziek,	  mits	  het	  een	  beetje	  niveau	  heeft	  en	  het	  mij	  aanspreekt.	  Ik	  weet	  niet	  of	  het	  bewust	  is,	  maar	  in	  Utrecht	  valt	  me	  op	  dat	  ze	  altijd	  op	  een	  plek	  zitten	  die	  qua	  geluid	  goed	  lijkt,	  en	  niet	  eens	  zozeer	  waar	  
veel	  mensen	  komen.	  

3

Vind	  je	  de	  omgeving	  te	  
statisch?	  (ja	  of	  nee)

ja

ja

Volgens	  mij	  is	  alles	  waar	  ik	  ooit	  voor	  stil	  ben	  blijven	  staan,	  iets	  wat	  er	  normaal	  niet	  is.	  Ik	  stop	  dan	  ook	  maar	  1	  keer,	  als	  ik	  iets	  gezien	  heb	  is	  het	  wel	  klaar.	  Verbouwingen	  vind	  ik	  leuk,	  hoe	  een	  plek	  van	  niks	  
naar	  een	  gebouw	  gaat.	  

ja

Als	  ik	  dan	  het	  septemberplein	  als	  voorbeeld	  neem,	  dan	  valt	  het	  me	  altijd	  op	  of	  er	  wel	  of	  niet	  markt	  is,	  of	  die	  brug	  voor	  een	  marathon	  er	  wel	  of	  niet	  staat,	  er	  lichten	  zijn	  opgehangen	  etc.	  Ik	  denk	  dat	  als	  
gebouwen	  van	  vorm,	  kleur	  of	  footprint	  kunnen	  veranderen	  en	  deze	  verandering	  vind	  niet	  zo	  vaak	  plaats	  dat	  het	  niet	  meer	  interresant	  is	  dat	  ik	  er	  dan	  wel	  mijn	  aandacht	  op	  richt.	  Verder	  zou	  het	  mij	  laten	  
afwijken	  als	  het	  de	  kortste	  looproute	  verstoort,	  maar	  dan	  moet	  het	  wel	  iets	  leuks	  zijn,	  anders	  ergert	  het	  alleen	  maar.

11155
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5

Tekst	  op	  plekken	  waar	  je	  het	  niet	  verwacht,	  en	  waar	  het	  niet	  hoort,	  een	  soort	  van	  geheime	  boodschap	  in	  de	  stad.	  Het	  mooist	  is	  het	  als	  je	  het	  aantrefd	  op	  plekken	  die	  heel	  erg	  in	  het	  zicht	  liggen,	  maar	  waar	  
niet	  iedereen	  het	  ziet.	  Het	  allermooist	  is	  als	  je	  een	  band	  voelt	  met	  de	  boodschap	  of	  degene	  die	  hem	  achtergelaten	  heeft.	  Het	  is	  een	  verrassing,	  een	  teken	  dat	  die	  plek	  ooit	  iets	  voor	  iemand	  betekende.	  

5 5 5 15
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Geluid

Emoties	  

Sociale	  connectie	  

Survey 1



Vraag: Wat	  vind	  jij	  leuk	  om	  door	  afgeleid	  te	  worden	  wanneer	  je	  in	  de	  stad	  bent?	  (En	  hoe	  zouden	  gebouwen	  op	  die	  afleiding	  kunnen	  inspelen?)
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Categorie	   Emotie Voorkomende	  catergorien	   Aantal	  keer	   Voorkomende	  emoties	   Aantal	  keer	  
1 ja Een	  blik.	  Dat	  moment	  dat	  je	  blik	  met	  iemand	  anders	  kruist.	  Inderdaad	  even	  stop	  and	  stare,	  dat	  je	  daarna	  met	  je	  ogen	  knippert	  en	  denkt:	  what	  did	  just	  happen? 4 4 5 13 Sociale	  connectie Nieuwsgierigheid	   Sociale	  connectie	   Nieuwsgierigheid 15
2 je Iets	  tofs.	  Laatst	  een	  groepje	  studenten	  van	  het	  conservatorium	  die	  in	  klassieke	  opstelling	  (met	  een	  hobo	  en	  een	  cello	  en	  blazers)	  middenin	  de	  stad	  heel	  toffe	  jazzy	  muziek	  stonden	  te	  maken.	  Dat	  vind	  ik	  tof 2 4 5 11 Muziek Vermaakt	   Muziek Vermaakt	   17
3 ja Flasmobs 2 5 4 11 Het	  onverwachte Nieuwsgierigheid	   Het	  onverwachte	   Honger 1
4 nee Apart	  geklede	  mensen	  of	  dieren	   2 1 4 7 Het	  onverwachte Vermaakt	  	   Reclame Irritatie	   1
5 ja Bijzondere	  auto's,	  maar	  dat	  heeft	  niks	  met	  de	  omgeving	  te	  maken 1 1 1 3 Het	  onverwachte Vermaakt Geur Blijdschap	   10
6 ja Reclame	  die	  bestaat	  uit	  filmpjes,	  waarvoor	  je	  moet	  blijven	  staan	  om	  het	  te	  snappen.	  Het	  is	  wel	  fijn	  als	  je	  meteen	  iets	  met	  die	  reclame	  kan,	  dus	  direct	  naar	  de	  winkel	  in	  de	  buurt	  ofzo 2 5 1 8 Reclame Nieuwsgierigheid	   Anti-‐sociaal
7 ja Iets	  onverwachts,	  dat	  je	  ergens	  loopt	  en	  je	  verbazing	  gewekt	  wordt	  door	  iets	  wat	  normaal	  niet	  gebeurt.	   4 4 4 12 Het	  onverwachte Nieuwsgierigheid	   Gratis

Emoties	  
Entertainment	  

9 nee Als	  ik	  honger	  heb	  en	  de	  broodjeszaak	  ruikt	  heel	  lekker	  dan	  koop	  ik	  wel	  eens	  broodje	  omdat	  ik	  de	  geur	  niet	  kan	  weerstaan	  terwijl	  ik	  dat	  helemaal	  niet	  moet	  doen.	   4 4 1 9 Geur Honger
10 nee Irritante	  mensen	  die	  in	  de	  weg	  lopen 4 5 2 11 Anti-‐sociaal Irritatie
11 ja Iets	  wat	  eruit	  moet	  springen,	  wat	  opvalt	  en	  afwijkt	  van	  de	  rest,	  ook	  qua	  licht	  en	  geluid.	   3 1 3 7 Het	  onverwachte Nieuwsgierigheid	  

13 ja Bekende	  en	  kennissen	  maken	  dat	  ik	  afwijk	  van	  mijn	  routine.	  Die	  hebben	  wat	  te	  vertellen	  of	  interessants	  te	  melden.	  De	  omgeving	  speelt	  hierop	  in	  door	  een	  soort	  social	  ontmoetingsplek	  te	  zijn.	   4 5 5 14 Sociale	  connectie	   Vermaakt	  	  
14 ja Kroeg	  met	  gratis	  bier	  en	  lekkere	  meiden	   1 3 1 5 Gratis	   Vermaakt	  
15 ja Muziek	  en	  straatartiesten.	  Maakt	  niet	  uit	  waar	  die	  staan,	  is	  mooi	  en	  gezellig.	  	  	   1 1 4 6 Geluid Blijdschap
16 ja Iets	  met	  geluid/muziek	  of	  iets	  dat	  om	  te	  zien	  echt	  opvalt	  zou	  eventueel	  mijn	  aandacht	  trekken.	   2 2 2 6 Geluid Blijdschap
17 nee Grafitti	  dat	  op	  plekken	  aangebracht	  is	  waar	  dat	  niet	  zou	  kunnen.	  Het	  is	  anders	  en	  valt	  op.	  Dit	  geldt	  overigens	  ook	  voor	  etalages	  die	  er	  uitspringen,	  op	  wat	  voor	  een	  manier	  dan	  ook.	   5 3 1 9 Het	  onverwachte Vermaakt	  
18 nee Arnol	  kox 1 3 5 9 Sociale	  connectie	   Nieuwsgierigheid	  
19 nee Ik	  vind	  het	  vervelend	  om	  afgeleid	  te	  worden	  in	  de	  stad.	  Ik	  houd	  me	  allen	  bezig	  met	  de	  zaken	  waarvoor	  ik	  specifiek	  naar	  de	  stad	  kom.	   4 4 1 9 Anti-‐sociaal Doelgericht
20 ja Het	  is	  interessant	  te	  zien	  dat	  mensen	  andere	  mensen	  aantrekken,	  dat	  vind	  ik	  leuke	  afleiding;	  kijken	  waarom	  een	  grote	  groep	  mensen	  ergens	  stilstaat.	   4 4 5 13 Sociale	  connectie	   Vermaakt	  
21 nee Gratis	  producten	  om	  te	  proberen.	  Die	  je	  meteen	  kan	  gebruiken,	  drankjes	  of	  snacks	  ofzo.	   1 1 1 3 Gratis	   Nieuwsgierigheid	  
22 ja Ik	  vind	  alles	  interessant,	  zolang	  het	  maar	  niet	  gaat	  om	  het	  krijgen	  van	  geld.	  Wat	  ik	  specifieker	  leuk	  vind?	  Gebouwen	  die	  duidelijke	  open	  zijn	  om	  mensen	  te	  ontvangen,	  gewoon,	  om	  een	  fijne	  plek	  te	  creeren 5 4 5 14 Sociale	  connectie Blijdschap
23 ja Ik	  word	  graag	  afgeleid	  door	  mensen	  die	  een	  soort	  happiness	  verspreiden,	  voornamelijk	  door	  leuke	  dingen,	  wat	  dat	  ook	  is.	  Waar	  het	  is	  maakt	  mij	  eigenlijk	  ook	  niet	  uit.	   2 2 5 9 Sociale	  connectie	   Blijdschap	  
24 ja reclame	  (borden	  of	  mensen	  met	  zo'n	  proef	  dienblad	  ofzo)	  mij	  zeker	  kunnen	  overhalen	  om	  mijn	  plan	  te	  veranderen.	   2 2 4 8 Reclame	   Nieuwsgierigheid	  
25 nee Straatschilderingen,	  wat	  je	  veel	  op	  internet	  ziet,	  krijttekeningen.	  Vind	  het	  heel	  lelijkm	  maar	  het	  geeft	  je	  even	  een	  moment	  van	  verwarring	  en	  het	  idee	  dat	  je	  ergens	  anders	  bent.	   4 5 3 12 Het	  onverwachte	   Verwarring
26 ja!!!!! GLOW!	  Van	  mij	  mag	  dat	  het	  hele	  jaar	  zijn,	  en	  de	  relatie	  met	  de	  gebouwen	  lijkt	  me	  duidelijk;	  tis	  niet	  zo	  saai	  en	  grijs	  allemaal,	  en	  het	  beweegt	  in	  tegenstelling	  tot	  normaal 5 5 1 11 Het	  onverwachte	   Vermaakt
27

28 weet	  het	  niet Gratis	  drinken	  en	  leuke	  meiden	  die	  iets	  nodig	  hebben 2 2 5 9 Gratis	   Blijdschap	  
29 ja Iets	  met	  kleuren.	  En	  iets	  wat	  opvallend	  is,	  iets	  aparts	  wat	  je	  normaal	  niet	  ziet.	   3 3 1 7 Het	  onverwachte	   Vermaakt	  
30 ja Het	  ontbreken	  van	  mensen.	  Ik	  vind	  dat	  eng,	  dan	  is	  er	  iets	  aan	  de	  hand	  waardoor	  er	  niemand	  meer	  buiten	  wil	  zijn.	   3 4 5 12 Sociale	  connectie	   Angst
31 weet	  het	  niet Aanbiedingen.	  Gebouwen	  kunnen	  daarop	  inspelen	  door	  nog	  meer	  ruimte	  voor	  advertenties	  te	  gebruiken.	   4 2 1 7 Voordeel	   Nieuwsgierigheid	  

34 Ja	   Rooster	  op	  gebouwen	  die	  veranderen	  als	  je	  er	  langs	  loopt,	  waardoor	  je	  naar	  een	  soort	  film	  kijkt.	   4 3 1 8 Film	   Vermaakt	  
35 Nee Etalages,	  ik	  vind	  de	  creativiteit	  mooi,	  en	  daarnaast	  is	  het	  op	  sommige	  plekken	  in	  de	  stad	  ook	  het	  enige	  fatsoenlijke	  om	  naar	  te	  kijken.	   5 2 2 9 Creativiteit	   Vermaakt
36 ja Iets	  wat	  op	  dat	  moment	  je	  interesse	  wekt,	  kan	  vanalles	  zijn.	   2 2 3 7 Het	  onverwachte	   Nieuwsgierigheid	  

38 ja Gratis	  ticket	  boxen!	   2 2 5 9 Gratis	   Blijdschap	  

43 ja Openbare	  feesten	  waarvan	  je	  niet	  wist	  dat	  ze	  er	  waren.	  Lijkt	  me	  leuk	  als	  ik	  die	  weggestopt	  tussen	  een	  paar	  gebouwen	  tegenkom.	   5 3 5 13 Sociale	  connectie	   Vermaakt	  
44 nee Straatmuzikanten	  en	  dat	  soort	  levendigheden	   3 3 3 9 Geluid Vermaakt
45 nee,	  wel	  te	  saai	   Materialen	  die	  zicht	  duidelijk	  onderscheiden	  van	  de	  rest	  van	  de	  stad.	  Ik	  vind	  het	  mooi	  om	  de	  creattiviteit	  te	  zien,	  hoe	  klein	  ook,	  dat	  soms	  het	  verschil	  maakt	  in	  een	  straat 4 5 3 12 Materialen	   Nieuwsgierigheid	  
46 Ja Hidden	  messages	  and	  clues	   4 5 5 14 Het	  onverwachte Nieuwsgierigheid	  
47 Ja Ik	  zit	  het	  liefst	  op	  een	  bankje	  en	  kijk	  naar	  wat	  andere	  doen.	  Het	  is	  dat	  ik	  dat	  vaak	  doe,	  het	  is	  dus	  geen	  opwelling	  te	  doen 3 3 3 9
48 nee Ik	  ben	  eigenlijk	  alleen	  afgeleid	  als	  er	  mensen	  actief	  naar	  me	  toe	  komen.	  Alleen	  echt	  waarderen	  doe	  ik	  dat	  niet 2 2 3 7 Sociale	  connectie	   Irritatie
49 nee Ik	  hoef	  niet	  afgeleid	  te	  worden.	  Overdag	  zijn	  er	  interessante	  mensen,	  in	  de	  avond	  ook,	  en	  zelfs	  als	  ze	  er	  niet	  zijn	  zijn	  er	  heel	  veel	  lichtjes	  die	  de	  stad	  mooi	  maken 4 4 3 11 Sociale	  connectie	   Irritatie
50 ja Posters,	  afbeeldingen	  met	  tekst	  die	  me	  laten	  nadenken.	  Meestal	  hangen	  die	  op	  gebouwen,	  dus	  in	  dat	  opzicht	  heeft	  dat	  ermee	  te	  maken 4 3 5 12 Het	  onverwachte	   Vermaakt	  
51 weet	  niet Spelende	  kinderen 1 1 5 7 Sociale	  connectie Vermaakt	  
52 ja Door	  de	  geur	  van	  stroopwafels	   1 1 2 4 Geur Blijdschap
53 ja Poster	  en	  afbeeldingen.	  Dat	  trekt	  mij	  aan	  en	  dan	  ga	  ik	  pas	  kijken	  wat	  er	  eigenlijk	  op	  staat 4 1 1 6 Tekst	   Vermaakt	  
54 0
55 0
56 0

0

ja	  42 Entertainment Vermaakt

Geschrokken	  

Gratis	   Blijdschap	  41 ja 4 5 5

Sociale	  connectie	  

Nieuwsgierigheid	  

Stel	  er	  is	  een	  dansgroep	  of	  iets	  anders	  (muziek,	  kunst,	  entertainment	  van	  straatartiesten)	  kunnne	  gebouwen	  bijvoorbeeld	  op	  hun	  	  dingen	  geprojecteerd	  krijgen	  ofzo.	  Dat	  je	  bijvoorbeeld	  een	  stroming	  
creeert	  zodat	  je	  die	  lijnen	  volgt	  en	  dan	  daar	  uitkomt

5 3 3 11

Vermaakt	  	  

Het	  onverwachte	   Verrast	  

Het	  onverwachte Vermaakt	  
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Blijdschap	  en	  
neerslachtigheid

Blijdschap

Nieuwsgierigheid	  

De	  box	  die	  Extema	  Outdoor	  in	  Eindhoven	  neer	  had	  gezet.	  Door	  1000	  keer	  op	  een	  knop	  te	  drukken	  kreeg	  je	  gratis	  kaartjes.	  Daar	  stop	  ik	  voor,	  ookal	  weet	  je	  niet	  wat	  er	  gaat	  gebeuren,	  het	  is	  anders	  en	  gratis.	  
Vind	  het	  daarnaast	  mooi	  dat	  je	  met	  de	  mensen	  gaat	  praten	  die	  er	  ook	  bij	  staan,	  waardoor	  je	  meteeen	  al	  vrienden	  hebt	  gemaakt	  voor	  het	  festival.	  

8

12
Iets	  laat	  mij	  alleen	  afwijken	  van	  mijn	  routine	  als	  iets	  interessant	  voor	  mij	  is.	  Aangezien	  ik	  niet	  gevoelig	  ben	  voor	  reclame	  en	  altijd	  recht	  op	  mijn	  doel	  af	  gaat	  is	  dat	  dus	  lastig	  haha.	  Maar	  waar	  ik	  door	  wordt	  
aangetrokken	  bij	  gebouwen	  bijvoorbeeld	  is	  contrast.	  Dus	  als	  er	  allemaal	  oude	  gebouwen	  staan	  met	  een	  heel	  modern	  gebouw	  ertussen	  dan	  trekt	  dat	  mijn	  aandacht.	  Dus	  afwijkingen	  vallen	  mij	  op	  en	  
interesseren	  mij.	  En	  beweging	  interesseert	  mij	  ook	  wel.

Het	  is	  niet	  leuk,	  maar	  wat	  mij	  afleidt	  zijn	  hulpverleners	  als	  er	  ergens	  iets	  aan	  de	  hand	  is.	  Als	  ik	  die	  zie	  wil	  je	  altijd	  gaan	  kijken,	  maar	  toch	  ook	  niet,	  toch	  ook	  wel,	  het	  is	  een	  soort	  dilemma	  dat	  niet	  alleen	  het	  
moment	  beinvloed	  maar	  ook	  de	  ruimte	  waarin	  het	  gebeurt.	  Een	  plein	  gedraagt	  zich	  anders	  als	  er	  iemand	  dood	  aan	  het	  gaan	  is.	  Daarnaast,	  ik	  denk	  er	  nog	  vaak	  aan	  terug,	  het	  houdt	  je	  bezig.	  Is	  toch	  een	  
soort	  band	  die	  je	  hebt	  met	  iemand	  die	  je	  niet	  kent.	  

ja
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Nou	  wat	  sowieso	  is	  dat	  als	  je	  vrolijk	  bent	  alles	  vrolijker	  lijkt	  en	  als	  je	  saggo	  bent	  alles	  saggo	  lijkt,	  weet	  niet	  of	  je	  dat	  met	  technologie	  of	  gebouwen	  of	  iets	  nog	  moet	  versterken.	  Zou	  het	  niet	  relaxt	  vinden	  als	  
ik	  heel	  chagrijnig	  ben	  dat	  dat	  versterkt	  wordt	  maar	  zou	  het	  ook	  a-‐relaxt	  vinden	  alles	  om	  mee	  heen	  dan	  onnatuurlijk	  vrolijk	  is.

nee	  

Jouw	  idee	  klinkt	  heel	  interessant,	  ik	  zou	  willen	  dat	  de	  stad	  wat	  deed	  met	  hoe	  ik	  me	  voel.	  Al	  is	  het	  alleen	  maar	  een	  soort	  begrip.	  Ik	  vind	  het	  zelf	  altijd	  leuk	  om	  mensen	  bezig	  te	  zien	  met	  niet	  techniek	  
gerelateerde	  dingen.	  Het	  is	  mooi	  om	  te	  zien	  dat	  een	  groep	  jongens	  op	  een	  plein,	  met	  skateboard	  of	  voetbal	  zich	  kan	  vermaken.	  	  

ja39

Muziek,	  mits	  het	  een	  beetje	  niveau	  heeft	  en	  het	  mij	  aanspreekt.	  Ik	  weet	  niet	  of	  het	  bewust	  is,	  maar	  in	  Utrecht	  valt	  me	  op	  dat	  ze	  altijd	  op	  een	  plek	  zitten	  die	  qua	  geluid	  goed	  lijkt,	  en	  niet	  eens	  zozeer	  waar	  
veel	  mensen	  komen.	  

3

Vind	  je	  de	  omgeving	  te	  
statisch?	  (ja	  of	  nee)

ja

ja

Volgens	  mij	  is	  alles	  waar	  ik	  ooit	  voor	  stil	  ben	  blijven	  staan,	  iets	  wat	  er	  normaal	  niet	  is.	  Ik	  stop	  dan	  ook	  maar	  1	  keer,	  als	  ik	  iets	  gezien	  heb	  is	  het	  wel	  klaar.	  Verbouwingen	  vind	  ik	  leuk,	  hoe	  een	  plek	  van	  niks	  
naar	  een	  gebouw	  gaat.	  

ja

Als	  ik	  dan	  het	  septemberplein	  als	  voorbeeld	  neem,	  dan	  valt	  het	  me	  altijd	  op	  of	  er	  wel	  of	  niet	  markt	  is,	  of	  die	  brug	  voor	  een	  marathon	  er	  wel	  of	  niet	  staat,	  er	  lichten	  zijn	  opgehangen	  etc.	  Ik	  denk	  dat	  als	  
gebouwen	  van	  vorm,	  kleur	  of	  footprint	  kunnen	  veranderen	  en	  deze	  verandering	  vind	  niet	  zo	  vaak	  plaats	  dat	  het	  niet	  meer	  interresant	  is	  dat	  ik	  er	  dan	  wel	  mijn	  aandacht	  op	  richt.	  Verder	  zou	  het	  mij	  laten	  
afwijken	  als	  het	  de	  kortste	  looproute	  verstoort,	  maar	  dan	  moet	  het	  wel	  iets	  leuks	  zijn,	  anders	  ergert	  het	  alleen	  maar.
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Tekst	  op	  plekken	  waar	  je	  het	  niet	  verwacht,	  en	  waar	  het	  niet	  hoort,	  een	  soort	  van	  geheime	  boodschap	  in	  de	  stad.	  Het	  mooist	  is	  het	  als	  je	  het	  aantrefd	  op	  plekken	  die	  heel	  erg	  in	  het	  zicht	  liggen,	  maar	  waar	  
niet	  iedereen	  het	  ziet.	  Het	  allermooist	  is	  als	  je	  een	  band	  voelt	  met	  de	  boodschap	  of	  degene	  die	  hem	  achtergelaten	  heeft.	  Het	  is	  een	  verrassing,	  een	  teken	  dat	  die	  plek	  ooit	  iets	  voor	  iemand	  betekende.	  
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Het	  onverwachte

Het	  onverwachte

Geluid

Emoties	  

Sociale	  connectie	  



Vraag Waarom	  stopte	  je	  bij	  de	  milka	  kraam?

Persoon Antwoord
1 Ik	  vind	  het	  leuk	  om	  gratis	  'dingen'	  te	  proeven
2 Het	  is	  onbeleefd	  om	  zomaar	  door	  te	  lopen	  als	  mensen	  je	  iets	  aanbieden
3 Ik	  vind	  het	  wel	  gezellig,	  het	  hoort	  bij	  een	  dagje	  uit	  in	  de	  stad
4 Het	  is	  gratis
5 Geen	  idee
6 Ze	  delen	  iets	  uit.	  Dat	  wil	  ik	  dan	  hebben	  inderdaad
7 Gratis	  de	  lekkerste	  chocolade!
8 Het	  is	  gratis	  
9 Die	  mensen	  zijn	  altijd	  zo	  leuk	  enthousiast

10 Stop	  altijd	  voor	  gratis	  producten.	  Voornamelijk	  als	  het	  eten	  of	  drinken	  is
11 Ik	  was	  benieuwd	  naar	  wat	  ze	  weggaven	  
12 Gratis
13 Gewoon	  nieuwsgierig,	  er	  stonden	  zoveel	  mensen
14 Ben	  dol	  op	  chocolade	  
15 Het	  is	  gratis
16 Ik	  heb	  ooit	  met	  Milka	  gewerkt,	  dus	  vandaar	  de	  interesse.	  Ik	  zou	  niet	  specifiek	  stoppen	  om	  iets	  gratis	  te	  krijgen
17 Je	  weet	  toch	  dat	  wanneer	  vrouwen	  chocolade	  zien	  ze	  niet	  meer	  te	  stoppen	  zijn,	  zeker	  niet	  als	  het	  gratis	  is
18 Ik	  stop	  altijd	  als	  mensen	  naar	  mij	  toe	  komen,	  niet	  eens	  omdat	  ze	  iets	  uitdelen
19 Iets	  gratis	  krijgen	  is	  altijd	  goed
20 Ik	  had	  best	  wel	  honger
21 Spullen	  die	  uitgedeeld	  worden	  vind	  ik	  altijd	  de	  moeite	  waard	  om	  te	  stoppen
22 Het	  is	  gratis	  
23 Nieuwsgierig	  naar	  wat	  ik	  daar	  kon	  krijgen
24 Het	  is	  gratis
25 Het	  is	  altijd	  leuk	  om	  iets	  gratis	  te	  proberen
26 Ik	  liep	  eigenlijk	  gewoon	  op	  al	  die	  mensen	  af

Vraag Waarom	  stopte	  je	  niet	  bij	  de	  milka	  kraam?

Persoon Antwoord
1 Gratis	  spullen	  doen	  me	  niks
2 Ik	  heb	  haast
3 Ik	  voel	  me	  bezwaard	  om	  gratis	  spullen	  aan	  te	  nemen
4 Het	  maakt	  me	  niet	  uit	  wat	  ze	  doen,	  ik	  heb	  er	  geen	  zin	  in
5 Ik	  heb	  haast
6 Geen	  zin	  in
7 Ik	  voel	  me	  bezwaard	  om	  gratis	  spullen	  aan	  te	  nemen
8 Ik	  vind	  chocolade	  niks
9 Het	  maakt	  me	  niet	  uit	  wat	  ze	  doen,	  ik	  heb	  er	  geen	  zin	  in

10 Ik	  heb	  haast

Survey 2


